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PART 1A

Chapter 1

Introduction

Nowadays, our life is heavily depending on software. Software is everywhere
from mobile phones to spacecrafts, from ATMs to medical equipment such as
an X-ray device. The presence of these software-intensive systems in our daily
life has increased dramatically, as well as the size of their software systems. For
example, the Android operating system consists of 12 million lines of code
(iTechWhiz and Malik, 2010), the size of software embedded in cars is close to
100 million lines of code (Charette, 2010). Moreover, the costs of software
failures or costs of cancelling a software development project can be very high
– e.g. in November 2011, the Phobos-Grunt mission was launched, with the
main objective to return soil samples from Phobos. Due to a software failure,
the Phobos-Grunt probe was unable to leave the lower Earth orbit and fell into
the Pacific Ocean in January 2012. The total costs of the failed mission reached
163 million USD.
Furthermore, failure of safety-critical software systems can result in loss of life,
or significant property or environment damage. In order to prevent these losses,
continuous improving of the quality of software products gains more and more
importance.

1.1. Software process quality
In this section, we define the concept of software quality and software process
quality. The importance of software quality was recognized by the research
community as well as the software development industry, e.g. (van Solingen,
2000). While the need for quality is recognized and commonly accepted, it is
much more difficult to answer the question ‘what is quality?’ and ‘what is
software quality?’ First, we start from the general concept of quality. David
Garvin recognized that “quality is a complex and multifaceted concept”
(Garvin, 1984) that can be described from five different perspectives:
• The transcendent view - quality is recognizable but cannot be defined
• The product-based view - quality is a precise and measurable variable
reflecting differences in the quantity of an ingredient or attribute of the
product
• The user view - quality is determined by meeting the user’s needs
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• The manufacturing view - defines quality as “conformance to
requirements” (Crosby, 1979) and the focus is on “making it right the
first time” in an effort to avoid the cost of rework and late delivery.
• The value-based view - quality is defined in terms of costs and prices; a
quality product is one that provides performance at an acceptable cost.
Software quality is not only limited to software products being error-free, which
corresponds to the product view on quality. Nowadays, software quality is
understood in a broader context – a good quality software product must not only
be error-free, it “must also satisfy customers’ requirements and meet cost and
schedule goals” (Malheiros et al., 2009). That means user, value-based and
manufacturing views are also recognized as important aspects of software
quality.

Product
i
t

Product
i
t

‘Blackbox’

Visible
process

Product

Product

Figure 1 – ‘Black-box’ vs. visible process based on (Cugola, Ghezzi, 1998;
Malheiros et al., 2009)
In line with the manufacturing view, it is recognized that software development
processes influence product quality and the improvement of such a development
process is an important aspect that contributes to the quality of a software
product. It is the software development process during which a software product
is built according to the requirements, and during which insertion of errors in
the software product is being prevented while at the same time costs and timely
delivery are controlled in a systematic way. In other words, the software process
is a critical factor for delivering quality software systems. (Acuna et al., 2000)
The fundamental idea behind software process improvement is the premise that
a good quality software process is a prerequisite for a good quality software
product.
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A software development process aims at creating a quality software product.
Software products are very complex consisting not only of ‘computer
programs’, also including documentation to design, implement and maintain
these computer programs (Bersoff, 1984). In order to achieve high quality of
such complex software products, activities of creating these products must be
specified and executed according to that specification. Therefore, software
developers and other stakeholders involved in software development cannot
view software process as a ‘black-box’ (Figure 1), where no explicit notion of a
process is in place. In such a case the only visible components are input and
output ends of the black-box, i.e. customers’ requirements on the input side and
a final software product on the output side. Such a final product, however, may
suffer from not meeting the requirements and being delivered late. At that
moment, much money has been invested in the development and corrections are
often too expensive. In order to prevent these problems, the steps (activities)
within the process must be made visible and explicit to all the stakeholders
involved in developing the software product. For an overview of software
development methods, we refer to (van Vliet, 2008). The visibility of the
process steps (activities) enables continuous monitoring and control of the
software product throughout the development process, which is essential. “By
combining prevention and continuous verification and validation, an explicitly
and clearly defined process may improve the software engineers’ confidence in
quality” (Cugola, Ghezzi, 1998). Malheiros et al. also state that “when either the
defined process is not available or when such a process is defined but not used
the chances are that a software project will fail” (Malheiros et al., 2009). Cugola
and Ghezzi recognized that the nature of these software products “makes
product quality difficult to achieve, and assess, unless a suitable process is in
place” (Cugola, Ghezzi, 1998). Furthermore, by following a defined process,
software developers “inject quality into their products, reduce time to market,
and can control (and, possibly, reduce) production costs” (Malheiros et al.,
2009).
Although following a defined process can lead to better software products, it
can also cause problems. The reasons for these problems can be summarized as
follows (Malheiros et al., 2009):
• Process inadequacy for internal reality (process model does not conform
to the reality),
• High costs regarding task execution,
• Process assets spreading defects, failures, errors, misinterpretations (an
ill-defined process may cause that defects are inserted in the software
product),
• Or combination of these factors.
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Furthermore, changing needs and requirements of customers, new markets, new
types of software products, etc. also cause that current software development
processes may no longer be suitable and up-to-date.
In order to combat these problems, software development processes need to be
continuously improved. Software process improvement is a set of activities
leading to better software processes and, consequently, to higher quality
software.

plan

act

do

check

Figure 2 - 'Plan - Do - Check - Act' process improvement cycle based on
(Shewhart, 1931; Deming, 2000).
The fundamental idea behind the process improvement cycle can be illustrated
using the famous Plan – Do – Check – Act (PDCA) cycle (Figure 2). It is an
improvement method used in business for the control and continuous
improvement of processes and, consequently, products. The steps of the PDCA
cycle are defined as follows:
• Plan: Develop a plan for effective improvement, e.g. quality
measurement criteria are set up as targets and methods for achieving the
quality criteria are established. This phase already defines methods how
to achieve improvement targets. However, the targets could only be set
up based on the evaluation of a current situation – i.e. based on an
assessment.
• Do: The plan is carried out, preferably on a small scale, i.e. the product is
produced by complying with the development standards and quality
guidelines.
• Check: At each stage of development, the product is checked against the
individual quality criteria set up in the Plan phase. Furthermore, effects of
the plan are observed and analyzed.
• Act: The results are studied to determine what was learned and what can
be predicted, e.g. corrective action is taken based upon problem reports.
6
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The PDCA improvement cycle is not only applicable to business processes, the
same principles also hold for the improvement of software development
processes, which are a specific type of business processes. In order to plan
effective improvement activities, software development process needs to be
assessed first. Such software process assessment creates a starting point for the
improvement. Based on the comparison of the starting point to the desired state
of the software development process, strengths and weaknesses of the process
are identified. Accordingly, process improvements are planned (Plan) and
applied (Do). After applying these improvements, the software development
process is assessed again (Check) and the results of the improvement actions are
analyzed (Act). The process assessment is carried out after every improvement
cycle, it gives an organization an understanding where it is positioned with
respect to its software development practices, and it establishes a baseline for
improvement.
Software process assessment is defined as a 'disciplined examination of a
software process used by an organization against a set of criteria to determine
the capability of that process to perform, within quality, cost and schedule,
goals by characterizing the current practices and identifying strengths and
weaknesses' (Dorling, 1993). While bad input can only produce bad output, it is
important that software process assessment is based on stable and reliable
information reflecting the reality of software development in an organization.
Currently, such process assessment is based on the information that is gathered
based on interviews, brainstorming sessions, presentations, questionnaires, and
document reviews. These information-gathering techniques are suitable in a
stable environment with limited problem space (Davis, 1982). Moreover,
humans have a limited ability to specify and describe complex systems, and
therefore the information obtained by means of asking may lack important
details.
Furthermore, software processes are often not explicitly modeled, and manuals
to support the development work contain abstract guidelines and procedures.
The differences between the actually executed (i.e. real) process and the
documented process were already recognized by the research community.
Humphrey claimed that 'the actual process is what you do, with all its
omissions, mistakes, and oversights. The official process is what the book says
you are supposed to do' (Humphrey, 1995).
Furthermore, Dion also
acknowledged these differences by stating that 'many companies spend far too
much energy in documenting their processes and are far too little ensuring that
these documented processes are embraced by their development teams' (Dion,
1992). Curtis, Kellner and Over in (Curtis et al., 1992) also claimed that official
process descriptions often do not correspond to the process actually performed
as a consequence of: 'high-level prescriptive processes are often unrelated to the
actual activities; they are often imprecise, ambiguous, and incomprehensible
7
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descriptions of the processes. Also failures can be recognized to update the
documentation as process changes'. Napier et al (Napier et al., 2008) stated that
'when process descriptions are not properly maintained, they may become outof-date, difficult to maintain, and no longer useful'. We summarize these
differences as follows:
• Perception of the executed software development process is different
from the reality
• Documentation of the software development process is different from the
reality
Software process assessment using data based on people’s perception of the
process and based on process documentation is not sufficiently reliable as will
be shown in Chapter 2. In order to overcome these drawbacks, information
gathering for software process assessment must be based on an approach
resulting in objective software process information. For that reason, an
alternative approach to information gathering for software process assessment
must be proposed. A promising alternative way to obtain close-to-the-reality
process information is process mining.

1.2. Process mining
Given that process mining is a central set of techniques that will be used in this
thesis, we introduce its basic principles in this section. Process-mining
techniques attempt to extract non-trivial and useful process information from
so-called "event-logs''. An event-log contains information about the activities
that have been performed in a real-life situation. In process mining, the eventlog is used for process analysis from different perspectives (de Medeiros, 2006):
1. Control-flow perspective is focusing on the ordering of activities and
their relations. If the event-log provides the tasks that are executed in the
process, and it is possible to infer their order of execution and link these
tasks to individual cases (or process instances), then the control-flow
perspective can be mined. That means process model discovery is
possible.
2. Performance perspective is focusing on the time aspect of the process
and its performance. If the log provides information about the moment
when a certain event occurred, then the performance perspective can be
mined. However, in addition to the event-log, the techniques analyzing
the process from the performance perspective require the process model
as well.
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3. Organizational perspective is focusing on the task originator, i.e. which
performers are involved and how they are related. If the log provides
information about the persons/systems that executed the tasks, the
organizational perspective can be mined. That means social network
analysis is possible.
4. Case perspective is focusing on properties of cases. When the log
contains more details about the tasks, like the values of data fields that
the execution of a task modifies, the case perspective (i.e. the perspective
linking data to cases) can be discovered. That means decision mining is
possible.
Moreover, it is possible to use process mining to compare the observed events
with predefined models or business rules. Currently, already a variety of process
mining tools are available, such as ProM (van Dongen et al., 2005), and the
tools have already been applied in practice. More details about process mining
in general are provided in Chapter 3, and the process-mining techniques are
described in Chapter 6.

1.3. Research goal
In the previous paragraphs, we briefly introduced current drawbacks in software
process assessment and promising potential of process mining, which lead to
the following research goal:
Advance the usage of process mining in the software process
assessment and improvement domain by:
• Exploring the appropriateness of its usage, and
• Designing approaches for its usage for software process
assessment and the identification of data sources.

1.4. Research questions
In order to achieve the research goal, the research is conducted in two main
parts:
• The first research part is an exploratory research. In this part, we
explore theoretical and practical arguments to motivate the usage of
process mining and its techniques as a means to gather information about
an assessed process in a structured way. Furthermore, we tested the
9
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possibility of using process mining as a means to gather the information
about the assessed process on a set of real-life data demonstrating
whether software process mining is possible in principle. Based on this,
we have formulated the following research questions:
o RQ 1: What are theoretical and practical arguments motivating
the usage of process mining for software process assessment as
opposed to the current strategies and techniques of information
gathering?
o RQ 2: Is software process mining appropriate to support software
process assessment in practice?
• The second research part is a design research following the exploratory
part of this research. We point out that a negative answer to the
exploratory part of the research would lead to a different set of research
questions and subsequently to a different research. Provided that
exploratory research showed that software process mining is possible in
principle, the next logical step is to develop an approach how to use
software process mining in practice. That means to design an approach to
identify process areas suitable for software process mining based on a set
of defined criteria. Furthermore, process mining requires a particular set
of data. Therefore, an approach to identify data sources based on a set of
defined criteria needs to be designed. Based on this, the research
questions of Part 2 are formulated as follows:
o RQ 3: What are criteria to identify process areas suitable for
process mining in support of software process assessment, and
how can they be applied?
o RQ 4: What are criteria to evaluate suitability of software
development support tools as data sources for process mining, and
how can they be applied?

1.5. Methodology
In order to answer the research questions, we decomposed the questions into
several sub-questions. Answers to these sub-questions lead to answers to the
related research questions and consequently to achieving the research goal. In
sections 1.5.1 to 1.5.4, we describe the methodology that we used to answer
these research questions and sub-questions.
Furthermore, given that we conduct a design research in Part 2, the resulting
design needs to be validated. Therefore, we address the issue of validity and
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reliability (Shenton, 2004; Gibbert, Ruigrok 2010; Golafshani, 2003) of the
design research in Part 2, i.e. RQ 3 and RQ 4, and the following aspects:
• Whether the resulting design is valid in the used context (internal
validity),
• Whether the resulting design is valid in other fields, i.e. other SPI
approaches (external validity),
• Whether the results are consistent over time (reliability).
We give a general description of these concepts in sub-sections 1.5.3.1 and
1.5.4.1.
1.5.1. Research question RQ 1
The research question RQ 1 - What are the theoretical and practical arguments
motivating the usage of process mining for software process assessment as
opposed to the current strategies and techniques of information gathering? explores strategies and techniques used for process information gathering and
their appropriateness for gathering information about software processes in a
systematic way. Furthermore, it proposes appropriate types of informationgathering techniques. Therefore, we decompose the research question RQ 1 to
the following sub-questions:
• RQ 1.1 What types of strategies and techniques are currently used for
gathering process information necessary for software process
assessment?
• RQ 1.2 What is the experience with using these software process
assessment methods?
• RQ 1.3 What are suitable types of strategies and is process mining a
suitable type of technique to gather the data for process assessment?
For each of the sub-questions, we describe the research steps we take in order to
answer them and, consequently, to answer the research question RQ 1:
RQ 1.1 What types of strategies and techniques are currently used for
gathering process information necessary for software process assessment?
This question explores the currently used SPI methodologies and their
information strategies and techniques to obtain software process descriptions
for software process assessment. Therefore, a study of currently used SPI
frameworks is conducted. In 1991, the technical report Capability Maturity
Model for Software (Paulk et al., 1991) was published recognizing the need
for a set of best practices for software development and initiating structured
software process improvement. Subsequently, various software process
improvement approaches and methodologies were created that were mostly
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based on this model over the time; however, most of the research
methodologies were not accepted and used in practice.
Therefore in this thesis, we narrow the scope of our study to the three mostly
used SPI frameworks - CMMI, which is a successor of CMM, SPICE and
BOOTSTRAP. As already mentioned before, the SPI domain is mostly
influenced by CMMI framework, and therefore we assume that by studying
the selected SPI frameworks we gain sufficient insight into the methods and
strategies used to gather process information. These frameworks are
described with sufficient detail both in scientific literature and technical
reports, providing information on both – the framework definition and
experiences and practical use of the frameworks. By studying these sources,
we gain insight in information gathering methods proposed and used by
these SPI frameworks.
RQ 1.2 What is the experience with using these software process assessment
methods?
To develop an argument for appropriateness of the currently used methods,
the experience with currently used software process assessment methods
needs to be considered and the difficulties have to be recognized. The
experience with performing software process assessment and with using
different software process assessment methods was sufficiently described in
the research literature. Therefore, it was literature search that was considered
a suitable research method to answer this question. During the literature
search we will study reported experiences with the application of software
process improvement programs, with conducted process assessment and
with information gathering methods used. We will study whether the
importance of appropriate information gathering methods is recognized and
whether any difficulties and drawbacks are reported on the currently used
approaches.
RQ 1.3 What are suitable types of strategies and is process mining a suitable
type of techniques to gather the data for process assessment?
The next step is to determine suitable types of strategy and techniques to
information gathering for software process improvement based on a
structural approach. The problem of 'choosing the right technique for the
right situation' is known as a contingency problem (Earl, 1989; Applegate et
al., 1999).
In this thesis, we selected the well-known contingency approach proposed
by G. Davis (Davis, 1982). The approach is based on the idea that a suitable
information gathering strategy (and its accompanying techniques) is
determined based on the level of uncertainty of the utilizing system.
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In accordance with Davis, we will investigate the uncertainty of a software
development system addressing the following types of characteristics software development organization and its software development process,
characteristics of software development process users (i.e. software
developers). In this thesis, under the term utilizing system we understand the
characteristics of software development process analysts (i.e. process
auditors and quality assurance employees).
First, we will perform a literature search on software process characteristics.
In order to evaluate the influence of software process characteristics on the
level of uncertainty precisely, the list of software process characteristics
needs to be as complete as possible. Therefore, the literature search must be
based on a structured approach. In this thesis, the literature search will be
performed based on a recognized and well-known approach as described in
(Kitchenham, 2004). Furthermore, based on the software process
characteristics found during the literature search, we will evaluate their
influence on uncertainty. The characteristics of the software processes will
be grouped based on their descriptions and the influence on the uncertainty
will be deducted from these descriptions.
By evaluating this uncertainty, we identified a suitable type of information
gathering strategies. Furthermore, we identified a set of techniques
associated with this type of strategies - process-mining techniques - and we
recommend these strategies and associated techniques as suitable in principle
for software process assessment.
1.5.2. Research question RQ 2
The research question RQ 2 - Is software process mining appropriate to support
software process assessment in practice? – explores process mining techniques,
their usability and added value for gathering software process information. In
order to answer this research question, we demonstrate the feasibility of process
mining in software development. A research method that investigates a
phenomenon in its real-life setting is a case study (Yin, 1984). We will perform
series of case studies on the practical application of software process mining
using real-life data from an industrial company. We will use data collected
during several software development projects in order to retrieve relevant
process information. Furthermore, we will study the feedback from the
development team on process mining results. We will consult the processmining results with involved software developers to obtain a deeper
understanding of our process-mining results. Typically, process-mining results
need to be discussed with process owners in order to gain the full insight into
the process and its characteristics and to interpret the process mining results
13
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correctly. The conclusions regarding process mining added value and suitability
for discovering software processes will be drawn based on this consultation.
We performed a series of case studies to study the same phenomenon, we do not
decompose the research question RQ 2 into sub-questions for each case study
separately.
1.5.3. Research question RQ 3
In this section, we decompose the research question RQ 3 – What are criteria to
identify process areas suitable for process mining in support of software
process assessment, and how can they be applied? – to a number of subquestions.
The research question RQ 3 explores the application of process-mining
techniques in software process assessment methods. Based on the CRISP data
mining method (Wirth and Hipp, 2000) and based on the generic process of a
process mining project (van der Aalst et al, 2012), first a process to be analyzed
by process-mining techniques must be chosen and subsequently a set of relevant
process-mining techniques must be selected in a structured way. Based on these
needs, we decompose the research question RQ 3 to the following subquestions:
• RQ 3.1 What are criteria to identify software processes areas suitable for
application of process mining techniques?
• RQ 3.2 What are criteria to identify relevant process-mining techniques to
apply on the identified software process areas?
For each of the sub-questions, we describe the research steps we take in order to
answer them and, consequently, to answer the research question RQ 3:
• RQ 3.1 What are criteria to identify software processes areas suitable for
application of process mining techniques?
We will identify software process areas that are potential candidates for
process mining provided that necessary data are available. Process mining
requires an extensive data preparation, and therefore, it is considered to be a
costly procedure. Furthermore, the results of process mining are still not
straightforwardly accepted due to the fact that such complex techniques are
not usually accepted in practice and are often considered as a ‘black-box’
type of analysis. In order to select process areas for which process mining is
reasonable and has the added value, we will develop a set of criteria.
• RQ 3.2 What are criteria to identify relevant process-mining techniques to
apply on the identified software process areas?
We will determine the main process aspects (e.g. timeliness of a process,
compliance with the definition) that are required for software process
14
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improvement and for which process information must be collected for the
software process assessment. Then, we will identify process-mining
techniques that can provide this information.
After that, we will determine a set of the process aspects for which process
mining is possible and has an added value. The next step is to identify the
process aspects, for which a suitable process-mining technique can be found,
and also identify the suitable process-mining technique for a given process
aspect. After that, we will apply the GQM approach to this set of practices.
Starting from the objectives of the process aspects as ‘goals’, we will derive
‘questions’ to assess whether the objectives of these process aspects (i.e.
‘goals’) were achieved. Finally, we will identify sets of data needed to
answer these questions and process-mining techniques that provide these
data, i.e. answers to the ‘questions’.
1.5.3.1 Validity and reliability
In order to address validity of the designed approach, we address the internal
validity, external validity and reliability as described in (Shenton, 2004),
(Gibbert, Ruigrok, 2010) and (Golafshani, 2003).
Internal validity refers to whether the resulting design is valid in the used
context.
In this thesis, we have chosen for the most influential SPI approach - CMMI
(CMMI Product Team, 2006). We will use CMMI and its assessment method to
propose an approach to identify areas of CMMI in which process mining can be
used as a means to collect objective evidence for software process assessment.
The SCAMPI assessment method is used to determine the extent to which the
corresponding CMMI practices are present in the processes of an organization.
For that purpose, process information must be collected and compared against
the corresponding practices in the appraisal reference. We will apply the criteria
defined in the RQ 3.1 and RQ 3.2 to the CMMI practices fulfilling the SCAMPI
assessment method requirements and we will discuss the applicability of
process mining in other software process assessment methods.
As described in (Shenton, 2004), the internal validity is maximized by
following an appropriate, well-recognized research method and by combining
different methods. Here, we use brainstorming sessions and logical deduction to
reason about the designed approach. The plausibility of the research results is
further judged by the researcher and area experts.
External validity refers to whether the resulting design is valid in other SPI
approaches, i.e. whether the criteria are generally applicable to other SPI
approaches. We provide a detailed description of the context of study and in-
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depth description of the phenomenon in question to allow comparisons to be
made. The external validity will be discussed in Chapter 5.
Reliability refers to whether the results are consistent over time and can be
reproduced. We describe the main steps of applying process mining to a SPI
framework. Even though the steps of the designed approach are fairly generic,
we point out that a certain degree of subjectivity is present in our design. Due to
the issue of subjectivity, results are not guaranteed to be identical. We provide
an in-depth description of the context of the research and we give a detailed
description of the reasoning about the resulting criteria in order to allow for
repeating the work and to determine the integrity of the research results.
1.5.4. Research question RQ 4
The research question RQ 4 - What are criteria to evaluate suitability of
software development support tools as data sources for process mining, and
how can they be applied? - explores data required by process mining, existence
of process support and process-aware systems in software development, which
can be used as a source of these required data. Therefore, we decompose the
research question RQ 4 into the following sub-questions:
• RQ 4.1 What are the process-mining data requirements?
• RQ 4.2 What approach should be used in order to evaluate suitability of
software development support tools as data sources for process mining?
For each of the sub-questions, we describe the research steps we will take in
order to answer them and, consequently, to answer the research question RQ 4:
• RQ 4.1 What are the process-mining data requirements?
In order to answer this sub-question, process-mining data requirements per
process-mining technique need to be identified. Process mining is an
established approach with sufficiently documented techniques. We will
perform an in-depth study of this documentation and research literature
about process mining, especially articles regarding process mining
perspectives and available process-mining techniques. A starting point for
process mining is an event-log.
An event-log contains information about the activities that have been
performed in a real-life situation in an organization. A certain process
mining analysis is only possible if the required data are available. That
means that, depending on the type of data present in an event-log, different
types of analysis can be used and as a result different perspectives of process
mining can be discovered (de Medeiros, 2006).
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Based on the literature study we performed, we will summarize these data
requirements per technique creating a relation matrix to evaluate various
tools supporting software development process.
• RQ 4.2 What approach should be used in order to evaluate suitability of
software development support tools as data sources for process mining?
In order to propose an approach to evaluate suitability of software
development support tools as data sources for process mining, we will use
the matrix created during answering RQ 4.1. We will identify software
development processes supported by software tools and we will identify data
that need to be collected in order to support a certain process mining
technique.
1.5.4.1 Validity and reliability
The answer of RQ 4 results in designing an approach to evaluate suitability of a
software development support tool as a data source for process mining. In order
to address validity of the designed approach, we will address the internal
validity, external validity and reliability as described in (Shenton, 2004),
(Gibbert, Ruigrok 2010) and (Golafshani, 2003).
Internal validity refers to whether the resulting design is valid in the given
context.
We will apply the designed approach to a selected class of software
development support tools. We will select a class of mostly used tools based on
the literature study. Consequently, we will use the summary obtained from
answering the question RQ 4.1 as an evaluation tool to investigate the suitability
of this class of tools as data sources for process mining.
We will select frequently used tools of both types – with a simple basic
functionality as well as suites integrating wider functionality and process
support. We will examine these tools practically and the data they record
automatically. We will analyze the data recorded by these tools, we will identify
necessary data elements of an event-log and we will derive the process-mining
techniques that are enabled per analyzed software configuration management
tool.
External validity refers to whether the resulting design is generalizable to other
fields, i.e. whether it is valid for other SPI approaches. We provide a detailed
description of context of study and in-depth description of the phenomenon in
question to allow comparisons to be made. The external validity will be
discussed in Chapter 6.
Reliability refers to whether the results are consistent over time and can be
reproduced. We provide a detailed description of the methodology, which
allows our study to be repeated.
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1.6. Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:
• Based on the characteristics of software processes and the study of the
currently used information-gathering strategies and techniques, the
necessity of an appropriate information gathering strategy is recognized.
Based on these theoretical and practical arguments, process mining is
identified as an appropriate means to gather process information for
software process assessment.
• The possibility of process mining as a means to gather necessary
information for process assessment is validated by demonstrating
practical application of process mining in an industrial organization.
• An approach to apply process mining in software process assessment is
proposed. Criteria for process-mineable processes are proposed as well as
process aspects discoverable by process-mining techniques are identified.
An approach for using process mining as a means to gather necessary
information for process assessment is designed.
• An approach to evaluate suitability of software development support
tools as data sources for process mining is proposed. The ability of
software configuration management tools to provide a certain level of
software development support is recognized. The capability of a number
of selected software configuration management tools to provide data for
process mining is evaluated based on the summary of required process
mining data per process mining perspective/technique.

1.7. Outline of the thesis
This thesis is based on a number of publications in peer-reviewed journals,
conference papers or papers submitted for publication.
The thesis is organized as follows (see Figure 3):
Part 1A:
• Chapter 1 – Introduction (current chapter). In this chapter, we present
the context of this thesis, we define the research goal, we formulate
research questions, we define the research methodology and we
summarize the contributions of this thesis.
Part 2 – exploratory research:
• Chapter 2 – Information gathering in software process improvement.
This chapter is based on the following publication: amalíková, J.,
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Kusters, R.J., Trienekens, J.J.M., Weijters, A.J.M.M. (2012) Information
1
gathering in software process assessment .
In this chapter, we answer the research question RQ 1. We investigate
currently used information-gathering strategies and techniques. In order
to determine appropriate strategies and techniques, we evaluate the
uncertainty of software processes based on their characteristics using the
contingency approach of G.Davis (Davis, 1982). We propose process
mining as an appropriate mean to gather process information.
• Chapter 3 - Toward objective software process information:
experiences from a case study. This chapter is based on the following
publications:
amalíková, J., Trienekens, J.J.M., Kusters, R.J. & Weijters, A.J.M.M.
(2009). Discovering changes of the change control board process during
2
a software development project using process mining .
amalíková, J., Kusters, R.J., Trienekens, J.J.M., Weijters, A.J.M.M. &
Siemons, P. (2011). Toward objective software process information:
3
experiences from a case study .
In this chapter, we answer the research question RQ 2. We show the
practical application of process mining in a large industrial organization
in the Netherlands. The process that is subject to process mining in this
chapter is the control-flow of a change-control process of the
organization. The process mining is applied to data collected during
development of complex software products and stored in software
configuration management system. After discovery and construction of
the ‘actual’ process model of the change-control process, using process
mining, this process model is compared with the ‘official’ process
described in the quality manual. Consequently, the differences are
discussed with the software development teams. These discussions show
that the awareness of the real software development process is rather low
and that process mining can help to determine concrete process
improvement actions based on the real situation in the software
1

Samalikova, J., Kusters, R.J., Trienekens, J.J.M., Weijters, A.J.M.M. (2012) Information gathering in software
process assessment. In Proceedings of the Information Systems IADIS Conference, March 2012, Berlin,
Germany
2

Samalikova, J., Trienekens, J.J.M., Kusters, R.J. & Weijters, A.J.M.M. (2009). Discovering changes of the
change control board process during a software development project using process mining. In R.V.
O'Connor, N. Baddoo, J. Cuadrado Callego, R. Rejas Muslera, K. Smolander & r. Messnarz (Eds.), Software
Process Improvement : proceedings of the 16th European Conference, (EuroSPI 2009), September 2-4, 2009,
Alcala (Madrid), Spain. (Communications in Computer and Information Science, Vol. 42, pp. 128-136).
Berlin: Springer
3

Samalikova, J., Kusters, R.J., Trienekens, J.J.M., Weijters, A.J.M.M. & Siemons, P. (2011). Toward objective
software process information: experiences from a case study. Software Quality Journal, 19(1), 101-120
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development organization.
Part 1B:
• Chapter 4 – Conclusions based on the exploratory research
Part 3 – design research:
• Chapter 5 – Process mining support for CMMI-based software
process assessment. This chapter is based on the following article that is
submitted to Journal of Software: Evolution and Process: amalíková, J.,
Kusters, R.J., Trienekens, J.J.M., Weijters, A.J.M.M. Process mining
support for CMMI-based software process assessment, in principle and
in practice.
In this chapter, we answer the research question RQ 3. We investigate
whether and how process mining can support the software process
assessment of a selected software process improvement model CMMI(CMMI Product Team, 2010). The standard CMMI-based
assessment method (SCAMPI) (SEI, 2006) as well as the CMMI model is
studied in more detail in order to develop the criteria for selecting a set of
suitable process mining techniques. Moreover, the criteria for selecting
software development processes are determined as well.
• Chapter 6 - Data from configuration management tools as sources for
process mining based SPI. This chapter is based on the following article
that is submitted to Software Quality Journal: amalíková, J., Kusters,
R.J., Trienekens, J.J.M., Weijters, A.J.M.M. & Siemons, P., Bolognino, E.
Data from configuration management tools as sources for process mining
based SPI.
In this chapter, we answer the research question RQ 4. We investigate
possible data sources for software process mining. We recognize software
configuration management tools as tools providing a certain level of
software development support, hence as potential process-mining data
sources. We summarize process-mining data requirements. Furthermore,
we use the summary of process-mining data requirements to evaluate a
number of selected software configuration management tools with respect
to their suitability as data sources for process mining.
Part 1C:
• Chapter 7 - Conclusions and future research. This chapter concludes
the thesis by summarizing the contributions. We also identify possible
directions for further research.
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Figure 3 - Outline of the thesis
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PART 2
EXPLORATORY RESEARCH

Chapter 2

Information gathering in
software process assessment

In this chapter, we investigate the usefulness of process mining as opposed to
the current strategies of information gathering for software process assessment
(the research question RQ 1 - What are theoretical and practical arguments
motivating the usage of process mining for software process assessment as
opposed to the current strategies and techniques of information gathering?).
First, we investigate currently used information-gathering strategies and
techniques. Then, we evaluate the uncertainty of software processes based on
their characteristics using the contingency approach of G. Davis (Davis, 1982)
in order to determine appropriate strategies and techniques. We propose process
mining as an appropriate mean to gather process information for software
process assessment.

2.1. Introduction
Software process improvement (SPI) methods start with assessing the existing
or current software process in an organization. Software process assessment is a
'disciplined examination of a software process used by an organization against a
set of criteria to determine the capability of that process to perform, within
quality, cost and schedule, goals by characterizing the current practices and
identifying strengths and weaknesses' (Dorling, 1993). Consequently, process
assessment should give the organization an understanding of the current
situation of the software process, which compared with the desired process,
should establish a baseline for improvement. Starting with a characterization of
the current process and its environment in order to analyze and understand it,
improvement activities can be designed, planned, executed and evaluated
(Basili, 1993b). While bad input can only produce bad output, also known as
'garbage in, garbage out', it is important that the current situation is described
correctly and that the information gathered about the software process provides
a realistic picture.
Over the years, researchers in the software industry have addressed the
difficulties of using official process descriptions, e.g. from quality manuals, in
relation to the actual processes as carried out in software development
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organizations. Humphrey (Humphrey, 1995) claims that 'the actual process is
what you do, with all its omissions, mistakes, and oversights. The official
process is what the book says you are supposed to do'. Dion (Dion, 1992)
points out that 'many companies spend far too much energy in documenting
their processes and are far too little ensuring that these documented processes
are embraced by their development teams'. Curtis, Kellner and Over (Curtis et
al., 1992) also state that often official process descriptions do not correspond to
the process actually performed. They identified several possible causes for that,
such as: 'high-level prescriptive processes are often unrelated to actual
activities; they are often imprecise, ambiguous, and incomprehensible
descriptions of processes. Also failures can be recognized to update the
documentation as process changes'. Napier et al (Napier et al., 2008) state that
'when process descriptions are not properly maintained, they may become outof-date, difficult to maintain, and no longer useful'.
Software process assessment makes use of on the one hand software process
descriptions from e.g. quality manuals and process standards, and on the other
hand information that is derived from interviews and brainstorm sessions with
representative software developers. Although process assessments are
considered as a critical basis for improving software processes, due to
shortcomings regarding information gathering, they may be sometimes even
counterproductive (Fayad, Laitnen, 1997; O’Connel, Saidian, 2000). Card
(Card, 1992), for instance, discusses the reliability of process assessments, also
called software capability evaluations. He comments on the inconsistencies of
the results obtained from assessments of the same organization by different
assessment teams. Having in mind that such assessments serve as a starting
point for process improvement, the question arises: 'which one of those different
assessment results is the right one and shall be used for process improvement'?
O'Connel and Saiedian (O’Connel, Saidian, 2000) suggest that process
assessments should be conducted in on-site observational studies, because
'observing work accomplished is much different from hearing or reading about
it'. Process improvement then starts from the description of the actual process
executions instead of using descriptions that are coming from interviews and
documents and that are often so different from the reality in an organization.
From the research mentioned in the forgoing it can be concluded that there are
different ways to gather information about the software process in a software
process assessment. This is also in conformance with evaluation theory which
states that information gathering is an important component of process
assessment, that different types of information-gathering techniques can be
recognized and that assessments can require different information-gathering
techniques (Acuna et al., 2000). This raises questions such as: do software
process assessors recognize the possibility to choose from different information
gathering approaches and techniques; are they free to choose a technique to
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their own preference, or are they forced to use a particular one when using a
particular SPI method?
The problem of 'choosing the right technique for the right situation' is known as
a contingency problem (Applegate et al., 1999; Earl, 1989). Over the years, the
questions in the foregoing have already been addressed in various domains of
business and information research. In the paper of Applegate et al. (Applegate
et al., 1999), the selection of software project management techniques is based
on particular project characteristics, such as the structuredness of a project and
the extent to that technology is used in a project. In the research of Earl (Earl,
1989), the structure of an IT organization is considered to be contingent with
the characteristics of a particular business system, such as structure and culture
of the organization, and adoption to technology. To solve a contingency
problem, (business) systems should be investigated and characterized in a
structured way. Based on well-specified characteristics of a (business) system, a
match can be established between the particular (business) system and the
available techniques.
One of the most well-known 'contingency' approaches for choosing the right
techniques for the right situation, in the area of software and information system
development, is the approach that is offered by Davis (Davis, 1982). This
approach says that the selection of an information requirements determination
strategy is contingent on the characteristics of the business system in that the
requirements determination takes place. From that approach we learn that in
order to make use of the 'right' technique for information requirements
determination, particular characteristics of the business system should be
investigated. On that basis a strategy for information requirements
determination should be determined, and subsequently, information
requirements determination techniques can be selected. In this chapter we will
make use of the contingency approach of Davis to improve information
gathering in software process assessment.
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.2 provides some background
regarding the selection of techniques on the basis of the characteristics of a
particular business system. Section 2.3 presents an overview of currently used
SPI methods and their information-gathering strategies and accompanying
techniques to be used in process assessment. In this section, we argue that
process descriptions obtained from interviews and document reviews, may
describe the software process not in accordance with reality. In Section 2.5, we
address the determination of the level of uncertainty in software development
systems and their processes as a basis for the selection of an information
gathering strategy and techniques. In Section 2.6, we identify suitable
information-gathering strategy and techniques. Section 2.7 finalizes the chapter
with conclusions and recommendations for further work to be done.
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2.2. Background
In the area of requirements elicitation and knowledge acquisition, several
investigations have been made on the application of information-gathering
techniques. We will consider information-gathering techniques as a general
term for requirements elicitation techniques, knowledge acquisition techniques,
etc. Byrd and Cossik (Byrd, Cossik 1992) address the appropriate selection of
knowledge acquisition techniques regarding the business context in which the
techniques are intended to be used. These techniques are classified and a
mapping of them is provided on problem domains such as end-user data
requirements determination and overall business context understanding.
Recently, Aguirre-Uretta and Marakas (Aguirre-Uretta, Marakas, 2007) have
presented a contingency theory based model that maps various informationgathering techniques to different project situations. The contingency mapping is
based on an investigation of project, user and analyst characteristics. A
contingency theory based approach of Davis (Davis, 1982) is called 'strategies
for information requirements determination'. This approach has been revisited
and adapted in (Fazlollahi, Tanniru, 1991) and its theoretical framework has
been used later in the domain of supplier relationship management (Wu, Shen,
2006). The contingency approach of Davis has been developed to support the
information requirements determination process for information systems
development. Information requirements determination focuses on the
identification and specification of requirements for information systems. In
Davis approach, a distinction is made between the utilizing system and the
existing information system. We will consider the utilizing system and the
information system as components of what we will call in this chapter the
business system. The requirements determination process focuses on the
business system and distinguishes four types of characteristics, respectively
characteristics of the utilizing system, the information system, the users and the
analysts. Based on an investigation of these four types of characteristics, a
strategy or a combination of strategies (i.e. the main strategy and supportive
strategies) for requirements determination has to be chosen. The four strategies
are respectively:
1. Asking
2. Deriving from an existing information system
3. Synthesis from characteristics of the utilizing (business) system
4. Discovering from experimentation with an evolving information system
Once a strategy has been selected, appropriate requirements determination
techniques can be chosen.
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Regarding the asking strategy accompanying techniques are e.g. open/closed
questionnaires or brainstorming sessions. Information is gathered by asking
persons about their work and their information needs in the so-called 'utilizing'
system in which they are employed. This strategy assumes that users can
structure their problem space in a satisfactory way, that they can compensate or
overcome biases due to concreteness, short-term human memory limitations, or
small sample sizes. Davis states that this strategy holds only in a business
situation with a very stable utilizing and an information system where the
structure of this system is well-defined or given by law or other authority.
Deriving from an existing information system is a strategy that uses quality
manuals and process standards of an existing implemented information system
as an anchor. Subsequently requirements are adjusted from this system. This
strategy is also called an 'input-output data analysis' strategy since the input and
output data of an existing system are the focus of the strategy. The usage of this
strategy is appropriate when the required information system is performing
fairly standard operations and it is fairly stable. This strategy is useful for
example when an existing information system should be replaced by a new
system for which reference systems (e.g. with a clear architecture and functional
specifications) are available.
Synthesis is a strategy that focuses on an in-depth analysis of the characteristics
of the utilizing system and its information system. This approach may overcome
biases of anchoring, and may reach sufficient concreteness by providing an
analytical structure for the problem space of the user. The choice for this
strategy and accompanying information-gathering techniques is appropriate
when a utilizing system and/or an information system have to be changed, and
the information problems and their solutions are different from existing
patterns. Information-gathering techniques that can be selected in this situation
are for example techniques for normative analysis, process flow analysis,
decision analysis, and socio-technical analysis, Davis (Davis, 1982).
Experimentation with an evolving information system, in the context of a
utilizing system, is a strategy that starts with capturing an initial set of
requirements and implementing them into an initial information system. As
users employ the initial system, they are able to formulate further requirements
through the usage of the information system. The conditions suggesting use of
this experimentation, also called 'iterative discovery' strategy, are respectively:
non-existence of a well-defined model of the utilizing system and the
information system; insufficient experience of users and/or analysts to define
requirements, and users' needs for information is evolving.
While various techniques for information requirements determination exist, it is
important to choose the most appropriate ones for a given business system.
Davis proposes guidelines for selecting a suitable strategy first before choosing
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appropriate techniques. Strategy selection is based on the determination of the
level of uncertainty of the characteristics of a business system, see Table 1.
Table 1 – Levels of uncertainty for strategy selection, based on (Davis,
1982)
Uncertainty
Low

Strategy
Asking
Deriving,

from

an

existing

system

Synthesis, from characteristics of utilizing system
Experimentation
High

(discovering

from

experimentation)

Davis recognizes four types of characteristics of a business system, respectively
characteristics of the utilizing system, the information system, the users and the
analysts. Each of the strategies is accompanied by particular techniques. In a
business system, with a low uncertainty of the characteristics of the utilizing
system, the information system, the users and the analysts, the 'asking strategy'
is preferable. Information requirements determination techniques that can be
used are for example interviewing and brainstorming techniques. In the opposite
situation of a high uncertainty in a business system a strategy of
'experimentation' should be selected. Typical techniques for this strategy are
prototyping techniques. In this chapter, we will argue that the structured
approach of Davis of respectively:
• uncertainty determination of a current business system,
• the selection of a strategy (from a set of predefined ones), and
• the selection of suitable techniques (in accordance with a particular
strategy)
can also be used for information gathering in software process assessment. We
will consider information requirements determination as a specific type of
information gathering. We will make use of Davis’ approach because of its firm
basis from contingency theory, its operational support for the determination of
business system characteristics, and its subsequent structured selection process
for an information gathering strategy and techniques.
In this thesis, we shift the application of Davis’ approach from requirements
determination to software assessment domain. A number of arguments for
applying these concepts in this field can be found:
• When determining requirements, especially requirements of business
information systems, process information (i.e. process model) must be
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gathered. Similarly, in this field also process information must be
gathered in order to assess software processes.
• Furthermore, Raffo et al in recognize that “uncertainty of the system is an
essential feature to consider” (Raffo, D. et al, 1999) and suggest using
appropriate techniques (namely simulation models) in order to gain better
understanding of a complex system. This supports the importance of
uncertainty as a main situational determinant.
• The importance of complexity as a moderator for success of process
modelling was recognized by Bandara and Rosemann (Bandara,
Rosemann, 2005). Hertogh and Westerveld (Hertogh, Westerveld, 2010),
show that complexity is partly explained by uncertainty, again showing
the relevance of this situational determinant.
In conformance with Davis, we will recognize in software process assessment
different types of characteristics, respectively the characteristics of the software
development system (i.e. the utilizing system of the software process), the
software process, its users (i.e. the software developers) and its analysts (i.e. the
quality assurance specialists in the software development system). Based on the
uncertainty level of these characteristics an appropriate information gathering
strategy can be chosen and suitable information-gathering techniques can be
selected. We will show in the following that software process assessment can
benefit from the framework and approach of Davis (Davis, 1982), because
software process assessment lacks an explicit distinction between different
information-gathering strategies and an explicit selection process regarding the
usage of information-gathering techniques. In the next section, we will first
discuss the information-gathering strategies and their accompanying
information-gathering techniques, which are currently in use in SPI methods.

2.3. Information gathering in SPI methods
In this section, we will address the way information gathering takes place in
software process assessment and in particular in the SPI methods of respectively
CMMI, SPICE and BOOTSTRAP. Based on Davis distinction between
strategies and techniques, we will investigate both the strategies and techniques
that are mentioned in SPI methods with respect to software process assessment.
2.3.1. Information gathering in CMMI
Research in the area of SPI models is mainly inspired by the Capability
Maturity Model (CMM) (Hansen et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2007). This model
describes five levels of maturity. A certain level of maturity is assigned after
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assessing the software process of a company against the goals of key process
areas. Achieving these goals ensures ultimately continuous process optimization
and improvement. Software Capability Evaluation (SCE) is a CMM-Based
assessment method developed by the Software Engineering Institute (SEI)
(Brodman, Johnson, 1997). In the Capability Maturity Model Integrated
(CMMI), which is based on CMM, the definition of this assessment method
says that information about the software process has to be gathered by means of
questionnaires and an investigation of documents, e.g. quality manuals and
process standards (SEI, 2006). It is also mentioned that the software
development organization should provide any other objective evidence that
substantiates the implementation of software process practices described in the
documents. This evidence can come from internal audits and from information
captured in automated supporting tools (such as measurement repositories,
configuration management tools). The information-gathering techniques are
applied during an assessment by a CMMI auditor team. Interviews are carried
out to understand how the processes are implemented in practice and to show
the extent to which processes are internalized and understood by the software
developers. From these descriptions we can conclude that in the terminology of
Davis both an 'asking' strategy and a 'deriving' strategy are followed to gather
information in software process assessment.
Although, CMMI is widely adopted in industry, the method has also been
criticized by various authors (Cater-Steel, 2004; Bucci et al., 2001; Grunbacher,
1997; Pfleeger et al., 1997). One of the critiques on CMMI is that the approach
is not feasible for small organizations. Brodman and Johnson (Brodman,
Johnson, 1997) summarized problems that 200 small businesses experienced
using CMMI. In particular problems have been identified regarding the
assessment process, e.g. documentation overload, inapplicable scope of reviews,
high resource requirements, lack of guidance. Therefore, various adaptations of
CMMI for small organizations and teams have been proposed which try to
remedy these problems. A summary of these adaptations is presented in (CaterSteel, 2004). These adaptations include 'mini assessments' as well. For example,
Wilkien et al. (Wilkien et al., 2007) describe a low-overhead method for
software process assessment that has been developed and used by the Centre for
Software Process Technologies (CSPT) to assess small to-medium sized
software development organizations in Northern Ireland with limited experience
with software process improvement programs. During the assessment,
information is gathered by applying interview techniques with key staff
members, i.e. software developers, from the assessed organization. The
organization should also provide a set of representative documents such as
project plans, progress reports, approved requirements statements, and company
quality assurance manuals.
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Also regarding mini assessments we can conclude that the proposed
information-gathering strategies are both the 'asking' and the 'deriving' strategy.
Information-gathering techniques that are explicitly mentioned are interview
techniques and document reviews to derive information from the existing
software process.
2.3.2. Information gathering in SPICE - ISO/IEC 15504
SPICE is an international initiative to develop a standard for software process
assessment and improvement (Dorling, 1993). It has resulted in the Software
Process Improvement and Capability dEtermination framework (SPICE) ISO/IEC 15504 (van Loon, 2007). SPICE is based on improvement models,
such as BOOTSTRAP and CMM. Compared to CMM, SPICE also considers
processes that are indirectly related to software development; it distinguishes
levels in all key process areas; and it integrates other improvement models as
well (such as ISO 9000 (Kehoe, Jarvis, 1996), TickIT (TickIT, 1992) and
Trillium (Bell Canada, 1992)). The purpose of a SPICE assessment is to use its
results for process capability determination and process improvement.
SPICE does not provide a formal set of information-gathering techniques to be
applied in the assessment. That is because SPICE - ISO/IEC TR 15504 does not
intend to define an explicit assessment method, its form or format. Examples
are mentioned such as a paper-based assessment method containing elements
such as questionnaires, or an assessment method supported by computer-based
techniques such as a spreadsheet. However, SPICE defines certain requirements
regarding the assessment method. For instance it is stated that an assessment
method shall have 'the ability to capture the information which is needed in the
assessment, to help an assessor to perform an assessment in a consistent and
repeatable way, reducing subjectivity and ensuring the validity, usability and
comparability of the assessment results' (SPICE, 1995a). It is also specified that
'the documented assessment process should provide guidance on information
gathering, such as interview and document review techniques (Acuna et al.,
2000). SPICE considers members of an organization, such as software
developers and quality assurance specialists, as a principal source of
information, based on their experience with the software process to be assessed.
These employees have to be cautiously selected in order to adequately represent
the assessed process ensuring that the appropriate expertise will be available to
allow for a satisfactory assessment (SPICE, 1995b). The construction and
selection of an assessment method also includes recommendations regarding the
validation of the gathered information. For example it is stated that the
definition and documentation of the software process should be validated on the
basis of documents such as process standards, job procedures or practices,
quality assurance manuals, etc. (SPICE, 1995a).
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From the foregoing it can be concluded that also in process assessment of
SPICE the information-gathering strategies that are (implicitly) mentioned are
the 'asking' and the 'deriving' strategy. Regarding the 'asking' strategy explicitly
interviewing techniques are mentioned. The emphasis on process validations by
making use of explicitly defined documents such as quality manuals points in
the direction of information-gathering techniques for a 'deriving' strategy.
2.3.3. Information gathering in BOOTSTRAP
BOOTSTRAP (Kuvaja, Bicego, 1994) was developed by applying the original
CMM model of SEI as a main background model and by extending it with
features based on the guidelines from the IS09000 quality standards (Kehoe,
Jarvis, 1996) and the ESA (European Space Agency) process model standards
(ESA, 1991). The aim of the BOOTSTRAP method is to assess the current state
of software processes in an organization and to identify its strengths and
weaknesses. The assessment should be done by interviewing personnel of the
organization and by reviewing existing documents such as project documents,
quality manuals and process standards. The assessment method in
BOOTSTRAP makes use of questionnaires and consists of a number of
document reviews and structured interviews both with project management and
with software development teams. The questionnaires are organized as trees of
which the nodes represent performance indicators of the software process and
the leaves represent the questions. High-level indicators and questions provide
an assessor with a global view of the software process. The lower down in the
tree, the more detailed the provided view on the assessed software process will
be. The answers to the questions are not only given on the basis of interviews.
Reviewed documentation (e.g. from quality manuals) also provides input to an
assessor. In order to gather as objective information as possible, two assessors
are recommended. Additionally, inviting external assessors instead of
performing a self-assessment is expected to deliver more objective results.
Based on the foregoing we conclude that also in BOOTSTRAP the two
information-gathering strategies are respectively 'asking' and 'deriving', which
are accompanied by information-gathering techniques for interviewing and
document review.
2.3.4. Summary
Even though SPI methods emphasize the necessity of having correct and
complete process descriptions as an input for a process assessment, little
attention is given to the choices that can be made between different strategies
and techniques to gather this information. The 'asking' and 'deriving' strategies
for gathering information appear to be the commonly used strategies in software
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process assessment. Table 2 summarizes the information-gathering strategies
and the information-gathering techniques that are currently in use in software
process assessment and improvement.
Table 2 - Summary of information-gathering strategies and techniques
used in SPI
SPI method

information gathering information-gathering
strategy
techniques
CMMI
asking, deriving
interviews, document reviews,
observing presentations
Mini CMMI
asking, deriving
interviews, document reviews
SPICE
asking, deriving
interviews, document reviews
BOOTSTRAP asking, deriving
standard questionnaires,
document reviews

Other strategies for information gathering, such as ‘synthesis’ and
‘experimentation’ (Davis, 1982), are not mentioned in SPI methods. Currently
used SPI methods rely in their assessment methods on information about the
software process that is gathered in particular during interviews, document
reviews and presentations. In fact, the descriptions of the assessments methods
in the SPI methods focus rather on what the results of the application of
information-gathering techniques should be, than on the information gathering
strategy and the techniques themselves.
In the following section, we will apply the contingency approach of Davis to
improve information gathering in software process assessment. First, we will
address the selection of a proper information gathering strategy on the basis of a
characterization of the software business system. Subsequently, we will address
the usage of suitable information-gathering techniques for the selected
information gathering strategy.

2.4. Literature search on software process characteristics
In order to consider a suitable information gathering strategy, the level of
uncertainty of software processes must be determined. The overall uncertainty
of software processes is determined based on their characteristics. These
characteristics are then analyzed for their influence on uncertainty.
This section describes the literature search performed with the aim of finding
the software process characteristics. First, we describe the literature search
approach. Subsequently, we summarize the findings.
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2.4.1. Literature search approach
In this section, we describe the systematic literature search, which was
conducted in order to find the characteristics describing the nature of software
processes. The literature search was performed in accordance with guidelines in
(Kitchenham, 2004).
2.4.1.1 Search space
We performed the literature search in public electronic databases such as ACM,
CiteSeer, and Science Direct using Google Scholar. We considered journal
papers and conference proceedings written in English. We did not apply time
constrain.
2.4.1.2 Search strategy
The literature search was conducted in several steps. First, we started from three
well-known papers in the field of describing the nature of software processes:
(Osterweil, 1987; Cugola and Ghezzi C., 1998; Osterweil, 2007). These papers
were manually analyzed in order to find main software process characteristics,
to define suitable keywords, and to find relevant publications in referenced
papers. Then, we manually analyzed these referenced papers. The next step was
to perform keyword search (see 2.4.1.3). For each combination of keywords
(see 2.4.1.3) we analyzed the first 40 Scholar Google search results.
Subsequently, we applied study selection criteria (see 2.4.1.4). As already
mentioned, the aim of the literature search is not to find the full list of software
process characteristics, however we focus on the main characteristics of
describing the nature of software processes. We argue that the main
characteristics provide a reasonable basis for uncertainty determination and that
adding additional less frequent characteristics will not change the overall
influence on uncertainty. We stopped the search by applying stopping criteria as
described in 2.4.1.5
2.4.1.3 Keywords
The objective of the literature search was to find the list of main software
process characteristics. Therefore, we search for the following keywords:
1. “software process” or “software processes”, “system engineering”,
“software development”
2. “nature”, “characteristics”, “definition”, “properties”, etc. Synonyms
were found using Thesaurus.
We combined the search terms from 1. and 2. by using Boolean operator AND
(e.g. “software processes” AND “characteristics”).
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2.4.1.4 Study selection criteria
We included papers discussing the specific nature of software processes (e.g.
compared to engineering processes). Papers mentioning one or more
characteristics of the current software processes with the aim of defining
process enactment or process improvement support were included as well.
2.4.1.5 Stopping criteria
After reviewing the first 37 papers, we found 23 papers describing various
software process characteristics. Subsequently, we stopped the search after
reviewing other 20 papers without finding any new characteristics.
2.4.1.6 Search results
We reviewed 57 papers downloaded in full-text format. The search resulted in
23 papers from which we extracted various software process characteristics
2.4.1.7 Data synthesis
The content of the downloaded papers was qualitatively analyzed. The software
process characteristics were extracted and clustered into descriptive categories.
The categories were developed incrementally during the data extraction and
synthesis process as the findings were grouped based on their meaning.
2.4.2. Software process characteristics
After performing the literature search, we identified software process
characteristics as presented in subsection 2.5.1.1.

2.5. Uncertainty as a basis for information gathering in
software process assessment
As discussed in Section 2.2, a basis for the selection of information-gathering
strategies and techniques can be found in the level of uncertainty in a business
system (Davis, 1982). In this chapter, we distinguish in conformance with Davis
a software business system that we will call a software development system that
consists of respectively a software development organization (i.e. in Davis
terminology the utilizing system), a software process, the developers (i.e. the
users of the software process), and the quality assurance specialists (i.e. the
analysts). In the following subsections we will address the characteristics of a
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business system and the way these characteristics influence uncertainty.
Subsequently, we will show that on the basis of the total uncertainty in a
software business system, an information gathering strategy and techniques for
software process assessment can be chosen.
2.5.1. Uncertainty in a software development system
Although Davis (Davis, 1982) does not present any explicit definition of
uncertainty, the author provides intuitive examples of business characteristics,
which increase uncertainty in a software development system. Canals et al.
(Canals et al., 1996) understand uncertainty straightforwardly as a characteristic
of software development. The authors define uncertainty as a difficulty to
anticipate the output of a process. (Hertogh, Westerveld, 2010) presented two
perspectives on complexity, respectively detail complexity and dynamic
complexity, which have as consequence a limited understanding and a low
predictability due to the potential to evolve over time (Williams, 2002). Based
on the foregoing, we define uncertainty as a combination of instability and
unpredictability.
In accordance with Davis (Davis, 1982), we will investigate the uncertainty in a
software development system by addressing four types of characteristics,
respectively characteristics of:
• the software development organization
• the software development process
• characteristics of the users of the software processes; the users are the
software developers and the project managers
• characteristics of the analysts of the software processes; the analysts
are quality assurance employees, e.g. internal process auditors,
developers of quality manuals, measurement experts, etc.
In the next three subsections, these four types of characteristics will be
discussed in more detail. The first two types of characteristics, regarding the
software development organization and the software process will be addressed
in one subsection, because of the close interrelationships between them.
2.5.1.1 Uncertainty caused by characteristics of the software development
organization and the software process
The characteristics and the nature of software development organizations and
their software processes have already been addressed by a number of
researchers. We recognize on the one hand researchers who discuss the
characteristics of the current status of software processes with the aim of
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defining support for software process improvement (Cugola, Ghezzi, 1998;
Osterweil, 1987; Osterweil, 2007; Fuggetta, 2000). On the other hand, we
recognize researchers who attempt to define a set of characteristics of 'ideal'
software processes and provide a list of practices to achieve them (Dorling,
1993; Humphrey, 1995; Acuna et al., 2000; Malheiros, 2009; CMMI Product
Team, 2006; Humphrey, 1989). Based on the definitions of characteristics given
in literature, we evaluate in the following the influence of each particular
characteristic on the level of uncertainty.
Complexity
Software processes are "too complex to be defined in all their details"(Cugola,
Ghezzi, 1998) and are “very unlikely to be straightforward” (Becker-Kornstaedt
et al., 1999). Acuna and Ferre (Acuna, Ferre, 2001) recognize software
construction as “a complex world”. They should support an effective way of
working leaving the responsibility to the developers, of what to do, how to do,
and when to do the various activities (Osterweil, 1987; Cugola, Ghezzi, 1998;
Fuggetta, 2000). However, this complexity and the difficulty of 'determination'
of software processes increases their unpredictability and as a consequence the
level of uncertainty.
Flexibility
Software processes are project-specific and therefore it should be possible to
tailor processes to the particular needs of a software development project
(Acuna, Ferre, 2001). Software process "must be tailored to the specific
development project and should take into account all the particularities of the
organization and product being developed" (Cugola, Ghezzi, 1998). That means
that software processes require a high level of flexibility (Cugola, Ghezzi, 1998;
Osterweil, 2007). Stutton et al. (Sutton et al., 1990) recognize that “change is
pervasive in software development processes”. Such flexibility also causes
unpredictability, e.g. in “detecting and propagating the effects of a change to
other components of the environment” (Sutton et al., 1990). As a consequence,
flexibility of software processes increases the level of uncertainty.
Iteration
In case that the same operations in a software process can be carried out
repeatedly this is called iteration. "Iteration supports an incremental approach to
the production of complex systems and allows to progressively converge to a
product that holds the desired qualities" (Canals et al., 1996). As a result,
iteration, or repetition, of the same well-defined operations simplifies the
'overall' process and increases the predictability of the results. Therefore,
iterative operations in software processes reduce the level of uncertainty.
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Evolution and improvement
Software process "is subject to continuous need for change and evolution"
(Osterweil, 2008). Evolution and improvement of software processes is needed
due to a highly dynamic software market, cost constraints, failure of critical
software applications, etc. (Fuggetta, 2000; Osterweil, 2008). Improvement
efforts, such as the application of SPI methods, will lead to a reduction of the
level of uncertainty in the software process.
Lead time
Software development organizations have to cope with long-termed software
processes, with possible lead times of several months to a year. A long lead
time decreases the ability to predict the results of a process (Canals et al., 1996).
Very often so-called change requests from customers change the planned way
of working (Osterweil, 2007). As a consequence a long lead time in software
projects increases the level of uncertainty.
Interactivity and human-centeredness
Software processes are often not carried out in an automatic way; they are
performed by humans, i.e. the software developers. In fact, software processes
in software development organizations are human-centered, e.g. Conradi et al.
emphasize human-centeredness also in their definition of a software process as
"a system where humans and computerized tools interact to achieve a common
goal"(Conradi et al., 1992). Gruhn recognizes software processes as “social
processes” (Gruhn, 1992). Such human-centeredness causes a higher level of
uncertainty, e.g. due to “personal interpretation of official process documents
may lead to process variants and inconsistent performances by different
people”(Becker-Kornstaedt et al., 1999).
Cooperation
Software processes in software development organizations are "conjointly
carried-out in parallel by several human agents"(Canals et al., 1996) of different
types - “desiners, coders, testers, managers, documentation specialists, and
clerical personnel” (Lehman, 1996; Osterweil, 2006), i.e. software development
teams (Gruhn, 1992). Yu and Mylopoulos (Yu, Mylopoulos, 1994) also
recognize cooperation as an important aspect of software processes using it to
create a dependency model of a software process and a software development
organization using the process. The unpredictability of the success of team
work, i.e. the collaboration of the human agents, due to e.g. “personal problems
between team members, different styles of working”(Gruhn, 1992) results in an
increase of the level of uncertainty.
Decentralization and distribution
Nowadays, due to "general trends towards global markets and towards costoptimized software processes" (Gruhn, 2002) software is often developed in a
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decentralized way (Yu, Mylopoulos, 1994; Cugola and Ghezzi, 1998; Jacobs
and van Moll, 2007; Osterweil, 2008), where cooperating development
organizations can be physically distributed over the world. Aspects such as
heterogeneity of development teams (Cugola, Ghezzi, 1998; Fuggetta, 2000;
Osterweil, 2008), difficulties of synchronization of software activities
(Osterweil, 2008), and cultural differences (Jacobs, van Moll, 2007) such as
language and attitude, increase the unpredictability and as such the level of
uncertainty.
Creativity
Developing software is mainly a creative activity in which design decisions are
often made in a non-standardized and unpredictable way (Fuggetta, 2000;
Osterweil, 2007). As a consequence, creativity in software processes increases
the level of uncertainty.
Exception driven
Usually, exceptions and late changes of requirements are signs of a poor
specification. In software development organizations however, exceptions are
often not considered as results of mistakes, e.g. made in the beginning of a
project. On the contrary, software processes are very often in principle
exception driven (Cugola, Ghezzi, 1998; Osterweil, 2007; Osterweil, 2008).
This is due to the fact that "often customers do not know exactly what they
want, and even if they do, their requirements keep changing during the process"
(Cater-Steel, 2004) or "initial requirements are only partially known and there
are no customers out there to provide a precise list of features that the
application should provide" (Cater-Steel, 2004). This increases the
unpredictability and as such the level of uncertainty.
Heterogeneity
In software development organizations, heterogeneous resources are combined
in order to produce software according to its specification. Both, different types
of human agents (technical and non-technical employees) and different types of
(information) technology are used (Cugola, Ghezzi, 1998; Cook and Wolf,
1999; Fuggetta, 2000; Osterweil, 2008). This variety of resources increases the
complexity and as a consequence the uncertainty.
Intangibility of the product
The products of software processes are non-physical products. The developers
are "neither guided nor constrained by the laws of physics, biology or chemistry
in creating it and reasoning about it" (Osterweil, 1987; Osterweil, 2008).
Difficulties regarding measurement and quantification of software product
characteristics increase the level of uncertainty in the software development
organization and its processes.
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2.5.1.2 Uncertainty caused by characteristics of the users (i.e. the
developers)
In this chapter, the software developers in a software development system are
called, in conformance with Davis (Davis, 1982), the users of the software
process. Two types of software developers are being recognized software
engineers and project managers respectively. Software engineers collaborate in
software teams in the development of software products. The projects are
managed by project managers (Marlin, 1996). Software engineers make use of
process descriptions in developing software, e.g. by making use of procedures,
best practices and guidelines from quality manuals. Project managers also make
use of these manuals in order to plan, estimate and track the software
development process. In conformance with Davis (Davis, 1982) we will make
use of the following characteristics, which influence the level of uncertainty:
•

the size, composition and stability of a development team,

•

the limitations of human agents, i.e. software engineers and project
managers, as information processors,

•

the experience of the software developers, and

•

the maturity, responsibility and motivation of the software
developers.

We discuss these characteristics in more detail in the next subsections.
Size, composition and stability of a development team
A development team is often composed of a large number of participants
(Becker-Kornstaedt et al., 1999), including various experts and professionals
with both non-technical and technical backgrounds (Marlin, 1996; Osterweil,
2006). Software development teams are also often composed of large numbers
of outsourced personnel, which are connected with risks such as inexperienced
staff (Earl, 1996). This results in lower abilities to describe the executed
software processes in their full details. Hence, these aspects have an increasing
effect on uncertainty.
Limitations of human agents as information processors
Limitations of human agents such as short-term memory and human bias in the
selection and usage of data during the development process, may cause
incorrectness or incompleteness in software specifications and software subproducts (Davis, 1982). Therefore, the more serious these limitations are the
more the uncertainty will increase.
Experience of the developers
Regarding the experience of the developers a learning curve has to be
distinguished (Fichman, Kemerer, 1997). The productivity of software
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development teams depend on the developers’ knowledge and experience and
the accompanying positions in their learning curves (Hanakawa et al., 1998).
“Most large software organizations require that newcomers acquire
indoctrination in the methods that their new organizations use to build software”
(Osterweil, 2006). However, the amount of experience and the position of a
developer in his learning curve are often not easy to determine. Uncertainty
about the total experience in a development team will lead to a higher level of
uncertainty.
Responsibility and motivation of developers
Lack of discipline is not uncommon in software development (Humphrey,
1995). In particular in large development teams with a heterogeneous
composition the motivation and responsibility of the developers to follow an
agreed and specified software process can decrease. As a consequence the
uncertainty will increase.
2.5.1.3 Uncertainty caused by characteristics of analysts (i.e. quality
assurance specialists)
The analysts in a software development system are quality assurance specialists
such as internal and external process assessors, who develop and maintain
software process descriptions in order to monitor, to control and to improve the
required quality in the software development organization. Training and
experience of these professionals are personal characteristics that influence their
performance regarding the analysis and evaluation of software processes
(Davis, 1982). In general, in software business systems these professionals can
be considered to be highly trained specialists with adequate background and
experience. As a consequence, it can be stated that the analyst characteristics
decrease the total level of uncertainty in a software development system
(Davis, 1982).
2.5.2. Evaluation of uncertainty in a software development system
In Table 3, the identified influences of the four types of characteristics on the
uncertainty in the foregoing subsection are summarized. The table shows that in
particular the first type of characteristics, i.e. regarding the software
development organization and its software process, point in general to a high
level of uncertainty. Based on various studies and research projects, software
processes can be considered to be unpredictable and unstable to a high extent,
and as a consequence the total uncertainty level is high. Only characteristics
such as iteration (in the software process) and evolution and improvement (of
the software process) can be considered to decrease the level of uncertainty.
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The second type of characteristics, i.e. regarding the users (i.e. the developers)
shows a mixed picture regarding their influence on the total uncertainty of the
software business situation. Based on findings in literature, we conclude that the
analysts in general can be considered to be highly trained experts, so that this
third type of characteristics in general will decrease the total uncertainty level in
the software business system.
In many software development systems the total level of uncertainty will be
rather (or even very) high. Only in situations with software development
organizations that perform at higher maturity levels (e.g. CMM level 4 and 5)
the uncertainty level can be low. These organizations will have reasonable
control over their software processes, which are well-documented and reliably
executed. In software process assessment in this type of business systems
information-gathering strategies of 'asking' and 'deriving' can be appropriate.
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Table 3 – Characteristics that influence uncertainty in a software
development system
Type of
Characteristic
characteristic
complexity
flexibility and instability
iteration
evolution and improvement
software
lead time
development
human-centeredness
organization
interactivity and cooperation
and software
decentralization and distribution
process
creativity
exception driven
heterogeneity
intangibility of the product
large size, heterogeneous composition
and instability
users,
i.e. limitations of human agents as
information processors
software
experience of the developers
developers
maturity,
responsibility
and
motivation of developers

Influence on
uncertainty
increase
increase
decrease
decrease
increase
increase
increase
increase
increase
increase
increase
increase
increase

analysts, i.e. training and expertise
quality
adequate experience
assurance
specialists

decrease
decrease

increase
decrease
decrease

However, most software development organizations are still assessed as low to
moderate maturity organizations (e.g. CMM level 1 - 3) (SEI, 2009). These
lower maturity level organizations reflect rather unstructured, poorly
documented processes, and limited motivation and responsibility of the users to
follow the process descriptions. As a consequence the level of uncertainty will
be rather (or even very) high. In these organizations, the strategies of 'asking'
and 'deriving' are not appropriate and also other information-gathering
techniques need to be selected. To select more appropriate information
strategies we refer to Davis (Davis, 1982) with his two other strategies of
'synthesis' and 'experimentation', see Section 2.2. In the next section, we will
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propose a new approach for information gathering, with accompanying
techniques, in software process assessment.

2.6. Towards a new approach for information gathering in
software process assessment: software process mining
The rather high level of uncertainty in software development systems asks for a
different strategy, and techniques, for information gathering in software process
assessment. In particular, the 'synthesis' strategy seems to offer opportunities.
This 'synthesis' strategy focuses on an in-depth analysis of the characteristics of
the software development organization and its processes. Following this
strategy, and by applying particular information-gathering techniques, sufficient
detail and concreteness can be reached in the analysis of the actual software
process, and more precise improvements can be determined. Informationgathering techniques that should be applied, in conformance with Davis, are for
example normative analysis techniques, process flow analysis techniques,
decision analysis techniques and/or socio-technical analysis techniques (Davis,
1982). In software assessment, this type of detailed analysis techniques has
recently been applied in the area of software process mining (Rubin et al.,
2007). From this research we learn that based on the collection of particular
data from the software development organization, the underlying software
processes can be constructed (Rubin et al., 2007). The goal of process mining is
to assess and better understand the actual software process and to improve it.
Software process mining makes use of information-gathering techniques, which
log and analyze detailed information from the software development
organization. The information can be captured by various software support
applications, such as configuration management systems. The logs are analyzed
in order to acquire detailed information about the actual software process. In
addition to this, analysis process validation and conformance checking
techniques can be applied, e.g. (Cook, Wolf, 1999; Rozinat, van der Aalst,
2008). Based on the process mining based analysis of the actual process
decisions can be made and realistic and detailed improvement actions can be
planned and executed. Software process improvement starts then directly from
'real-life' information gathered during a software process assessment.
In Chapter 3, a case study is presented on the practical application of software
process mining in an industrial company. We show that detailed and well-
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founded software process improvements can be based on the results of a
software assessment approach, which makes use of a 'synthesis' strategy and of
information-gathering techniques, which are derived from process mining
research.

2.7. Conclusions
In this chapter, we presented a systematic approach for the selection of an
information gathering strategy and techniques for software process assessment.
Over the years, software process assessment (and software process
improvement) has made use of information-gathering techniques such as
open/closed interview techniques, brainstorming techniques and document
review techniques. A closer view on these techniques shows that the
information-gathering strategies beyond their application are called 'asking' and
'deriving' strategies. It has also become clear that these strategies, and
accompanying techniques, are only appropriate in stable and predictable
business situations with a low level of uncertainty. However, software
development situations are often not stable and predictable and as a
consequence another strategy and other techniques are needed to gather
information in software process assessment. A systematic approach for
selecting the right strategy can be adopted from Davis (Davis, 1982). This
approach is based on the contingency concept of different information-gathering
strategies for different software development situations, and as a consequence
different information-gathering techniques for different development situations.
A particular information gathering strategy should be selected on the basis of
the level of uncertainty in a software development system. In highly uncertain
development systems a completely different strategy should be applied than in
low uncertain situations. To determine the level of uncertainty in software
development systems we discussed four types of characteristics. In
conformance with Davis, these four types are respectively: the characteristics of
the software development organization, the software process, the developers
(i.e. the users of the software process) and the analysts (i.e. the quality
assurance specialists). Based on a literature study, we showed that the level of
uncertainty in software development systems would be in general rather (or
even very) high. However in the future research, a well-structured instrument
for quantitative evaluation of the uncertainty level needs to be defined. Still, the
high level of uncertainty in software development systems is in conformance
with empirical research on SPI, which shows that the maturity level in software
development systems is very often rather low (with as a consequence a high
level of uncertainty). This high level of uncertainty asks for information
gathering strategies, which are different from the ‘asking’ and ‘deriving’
strategy. We conclude that in high uncertain software business systems
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strategies called 'synthesis' and ‘experimentation’ have to be followed.
Accompanying information-gathering techniques for this strategy can be
derived from recent research in the software process mining area. From
software process mining we learn that information in a software business
situation should be captured and logged in a detailed, structured and automated
way. The logs can be analyzed to acquire proper information about the actual
software process.
In this chapter, we answered the research question RQ 1. We concluded that
currently used information-gathering strategies and techniques are not
appropriate. In highly uncertain software development systems, an information
gathering strategy called 'synthesis' is needed, and that information-gathering
techniques derived from software process mining can be applied fruitfully to
improve information gathering in software process assessment.
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Chapter 3

Towards objective software

process information: experiences from a
case study
In this chapter, we answer the research question RQ 2 - Is software process
mining appropriate to support software process assessment in practice? We
demonstrate the practical application of process mining using data collected
during development of complex software products and stored in software
configuration management system in a large industrial organization in the
Netherlands. The process that is subject to process mining in this chapter is the
change-control process of the organization. We use several process-mining
techniques to prove process mining can provide a valuable process information.

3.1. Introduction
Software development is a discipline of increasing complexity, caused by both
technology pushes and increased market and consumer needs for innovative
software applications. Software development reflects a large variety of
processes, of which many are difficult to define and consequently difficult to
improve. Over the last decades, process assessment and improvement have
become major topics in the software development domain (Humphrey, 1995;
SEI, 2006; Trienekens et al, 2009).
An important characteristic of software development is its mix of creative and
routine-based development activities. Creative activities, such as functional and
technical design, are often carried out in a flexible and unstructured way, ad hoc
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supported by Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) methods,
techniques and tools. Routine-based activities are carried out in a structured and
repetitive way, and are often supported by structured guidelines and procedures,
which are specified in quality manuals. Examples of routine-based activities are
peer reviewing, code testing and change request processing (SEI, 2006).
Documents and files which are produced during software development are
collected and stored in information systems, e.g. in Software Configuration
Management (SCM) systems. In these systems also data on the development
processes are stored, such as data on the tasks or activities carried out by the
developers, and data on the creation and the changes on the documents and
files. SCM systems act as a support for the monitoring and control of the
development processes, e.g. to plan and coordinate the various development
activities.
This chapter will discuss the usage of data from SCM systems to analyze and
improve a particular routine-based and repetitive software development process.
Based on sets of well-prepared data, the underlying 'actual' processes will be
extracted and process models will be constructed automatically. This is called
software process mining (Rubin et al, 2007). Process mining has proven to be a
valuable approach that provides new and objective insights into the way
processes are actually carried out within organizations (Weijters et al, 2006).
Process mining has been developed in domains with structured and less
structured processes, as in hospitals where the data of all kinds of information
systems are used. In software development, many creative processes are less
structured, but in particular the data of routine-based, i.e. structured and
repetitive processes are suitable for process mining.
The process that is subject to process mining in this chapter is the control-flow
of a Change Control Board (CCB) in a large industrial organization in The
Netherlands. This CCB is an organizational unit, which handles change
requests, which are identified during software development. The control-flow
reflects the tasks and their dependency relations, which are carried out by the
CCB. The 'official' CCB process is specified in the quality manuals of the
company. After discovery and construction of the 'actual' process model, by
using process mining, this process model will be compared with the 'official'
process, and the differences will be discussed with the software development
teams. Based on the outcomes of these discussions concrete process
improvement actions can be determined.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 a brief overview is given of
the background and related research. Section 3.3 gives information on the
software projects and the 'official' CCB process, such as specified in the quality
manuals of the company that should be followed in these projects. After
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presenting the data available and the preparation of these data in Section 3.4, in
Section 3.5 we will discuss the construction of 'actual' process models of the
CCB process. In Section 3.6, we analyze changes of the CCB process during the
software development life cycle. Section 3.7 discusses deviations from the
‘official ’ CCB process during the life cycle phases. Section 3.8 finalizes the
chapter with conclusions.

3.2. Background and related research
Software process improvement can currently be accomplished through various
approaches, methods and techniques. A commonly accepted main stream in
software process improvement focuses on the assessment (Dorling, 1993) and
subsequent improvement of software development processes, e.g. Capability
Maturity Model Integration (CMMI; SEI, 2006). Different SPI domains are
recognized, such as a project management, engineering, a support and an
organizational domain. In CMMI-assessments, strengths and weaknesses of socalled key process areas are investigated by means of interviews and document
studies. Subsequently organization-wide improvement programs are determined
(Trienekens et al, 2009). Although valuable results have been achieved in SPI,
no explicit models of 'actual' development processes are being constructed. It is
therefore questionable whether an in-depth understanding of particular 'actual'
software processes can be achieved.
To model software processes explicitly, process mining offers interesting
opportunities. Process mining has already been applied in different industrial
domains (van Beest, Maruster, 2007; Maruster, 2003). In the software industry
the behavior of development processes is being investigated from different
points of view (Cook, Wolf, 1998). More recent mining research has addressed
the different types of process mining approaches and techniques (van der Aalst
et al, 2003), and has resulted in a process-mining framework for software
processes (Rubin et al, 2007). Different aspects of processes have been
addressed, such as the control aspect (capturing the order in which activities or
tasks are executed), the information aspect (capturing the data, documents, and
information needed and produced by a task), and the organization aspect that
captures which persons in which role execute a task.
Well-defined and structurally stored data about these process aspects act as a
basis for process mining. To mine the different aspects of software development
processes, different algorithms can be used. The ProM framework (van Dongen
et al, 2005) offers a variety of process mining algorithms. ProM also provides
interfaces to extract information from different sources, including SCM
systems. Process mining algorithms can then be applied to discover the
underlying processes of the available data, and to construct automatically
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explicit process models. Depending on the mining goals, ProM offers
algorithms for the mining of different aspects, e.g. control-flow, resources,
performance, organization. Further, a distinction can be made between ProM
algorithms that focus on the main behavior of processes and are robust to
exceptions and noise, and algorithms that focus on particular process details.
Also the verification of constructed process models is supported by process
mining algorithms, captured in so-called plug-ins. Examples are the
Conformance Checker and the Performance Sequence Diagram plug-ins
(Rozinat, van der Aalst, 2008).
Table 4 is an example of a so-called event-log. This event-log contains
information from a SCM system about the activities that have been performed
by particular software developers in an 'actual' situation. Also information on
the start and the completion of activities, i.e. the event type, is given in the
Table 4, and for each activity a timestamp.
Until recently, the information in these event-logs was rarely used to analyze
and construct 'actual' software processes. Originally, these data were used for
e.g. the measurement of project activities, e.g. the amount of produced failures,
and for the detection and prediction of changes in the code. However, in process
mining these data can be used to discover underlying software process models,
to analyze, model and subsequently improve them. The event-log in Table 4 is
suitable for 'control flow oriented' process mining, i.e. to discover the
underlying process model that reflects the order in which the activities are
executed. The information on the timestamp of an event and its originator (the
person having triggered its occurrence) can be used to derive information about
the underlying process also from other perspectives (Rubin et al, 2007).
From the control-flow perspective, the event-log in Table 4 contains
information about five cases. A case is a software component- that follows a
sequence of activities. Each activity is executed by an originator (a resource or
(a set of) person(s) involved in a sequence of activities). This event-log shows
that for four cases (1, 2, 3, and 4) the activities A, B, C, and D have been
executed. For the fifth case, only three activities are executed: activities A, E,
and D. Each case starts with the execution of A and ends with the execution of
D. If activity B is executed, then also activity C is executed. However, for some
cases activity C is executed before activity B.
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Table 4 - An example of an event-log
case id

activity

event type

originator time stamp

case 1

activity A

start

John

9-3-2004:15.01

case 2

activity A

start

John

9-3-2004:15.12

case 3

activity A

start

Sue

9-3-2004:16.03

case 3

activity B

start

Carol

9-3-2004:16.07

case 1

activity B

start

Mike

9-3-2004:18.25

case 1

activity C

start

John

10-3-2004:9.23

case 2

activity C

start

Mike

10-3-2004:10.34

case 4

activity A

start

Sue

10-3-2004:10.35

case 2

activity B

start

John

10-3-2004:12.34

case 2

activity D

start

Pete

10-3-2004:12.50

case 5

activity A

start

Sue

10-3-2004:13.05

case 4

activity C

start

Carol

11-3-2004:10.12

case 1

activity D

start

Pete

11-3-2004:10.14

case 3

activity C

start

Sue

11-3-2004:10.44

case 3

activity D

start

Pete

11-3-2004:11.03

case 4

activity B

start

Sue

11-3-2004:11.18

case 5

activity E

start

Clare

11-3-2004:12.22

case 5

activity E

complete

Clare

11-3-2004:13.17

case 5

activity D

start

Clare

11-3-2004:14.34

case 4

activity D

start

Pete

11-3-2004:15.56

Only for activity E, the start and complete events are registered. For all other
activities, only the start event is registered. Based on the information shown in
Table 4 and assuming that the cases are representative and a sufficient large
subset of cases is observed, process-mining techniques can be used to construct
a process model such as presented in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 - An 'actual' process model as a result of process mining from the
control-flow perspective

The process starts with activity A and finishes with activity D. After executing
A there is a choice between either executing B and C in parallel or just
executing activity E. Using the timestamp and resource (i.e. originator)
information it is possible to mine another process perspective like performance
and resources.
Different process model mining algorithms are available and many of them are
implemented in the ProM framework (van Dongen et al, 2005). As an
illustration of the mining technique we shortly discuss the ideas as implemented
in the heuristic mining tool (the tool used in this chapter). To find a process
model on the basis of an event-log, the log should be analyzed for causal
dependencies, e.g., if an activity is always followed by another activity it is
likely that there is a causal relation between both activities. To analyze these
relations we introduce the so-called direct following frequency metric (notation
#X>Y). Consider for example the event traces of the log of Table 1: ABCD;
ACBD; ABCD; ACBD; AED. In this example #A>B = 2 because there are 2
instances of A directly followed by B. The dependency measurement between
two events X and Y (notation XY) is defined as (#X>Y – #Y>X)/( #X>Y +
#Y>X + 1). In other words the number of positive observation (#X>Y) minus
the number of negative observations (#Y>X) divided by the number of
observations plus 1. That means that in the example log AB = (20)/(2+1)=0.66. The intuition between the plus 1 is to make the measurement
sensitive for the number of positive observations. That is the reason that the
dependency between A and B is relatively low (0.66). In a more realistic
setting, event-logs contain much more material and dependencies will get
values close to 1 (see also the discovered CCB process model in Section 3.5).
However, a realistic event-log can also contain some errors. In (Weijters et al,
2006) it is illustrated how the dependency measurement in combination with
some heuristics can be used to construct a complete process model with
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Split/Join information. In Figure 4, the mining result of the heuristic mining
algorithm for the event-log of Table 4 is presented.
In many real-life development situations, event-logs with process information
as in the foregoing example, see Table 4, are not directly available. Event-logs
often contain either too many details or very specific information on different
aspects of software processes (Rubin et al, 2007). However, it often is possible
to combine information from different sources to construct useful event-logs. In
order to achieve a useful data set, data preparation has to be carried out, in that
the quality of the available data has to be examined and improved (Witten,
2005). After presenting some background information about the case study and
the 'actual' and 'official' CCB process in the next section, the data preparation
will be discussed in Section 3.4.

3.3. The case studies: software projects and their CCBprocess
Projects under study are middleware embedded-software projects of an
industrial company in the Netherlands. The company develops software
components for consumer electronic devices, which are going to be released in
the near future. Over the past years the company reached level 3 of the CMMI
(SEI, 2006). This means that the organization is capable to define its software
development processes and interrelated activities. On this level of maturity,
these activities can be specified, examined and measured, and data can be
collected and stored in a structured and accurate way. This kind of data offers
opportunities for the application of process mining.
3.3.1. The complexity of the 'actual' CCB-process
The 'actual' CCB process in ten software projects will be discovered and
analyzed. The different types of updates of the software components, called
releases and versions, make the software development processes in the projects
very complex. For instance, a previous version of a device does not have to be
necessarily completed in order to start already the development of a next
version. In addition, the development activities for the different releases and
versions are often running in parallel. SCM systems are used to keep track on
all the software components and their versions. The components and versions
are called configuration items (CIs). The migration of a CI from one software
version to the next one in the software development process is based on change
requests. The CCB analyzes these change requests and tracks them in order to
monitor their status, to plan necessary activities in the project, and to predict
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outcomes of the development processes. The product and process complexity of
the projects stresses the high importance of an efficient and effective CCB
process. To discuss the application of process mining in detail, one of the
projects (called project P), is selected. In the following section, the 'official'
CCB process will be presented that is used in the software development
projects. This 'official' process is derived from the guidelines and procedures in
the quality manuals of the company.
3.3.2. The 'official' CCB-process as derived from the quality

manuals
The CCB coordinates changes made to the CIs. The CCB tracks and records the
status of each change request from its entry until its exit of the CCB process.
The change requests are further referred to as defects. The responsible
departments for requirements engineering and programming carry out the tasks
in this process. The role of the CCB is to distribute tasks related to the required
change of the CIs, and evaluate the outcomes of the executed tasks with respect
to the request.
The structure of the CCB process is sequential with possible rework in case that
a task fails, see Figure 5. The tasks are not executed in parallel, and each task is
completed before the next task starts.
The flow of tasks of the CCB process is as follows:
Task 1. The CI's defect is detected and submitted. The developer assigns
attributes to the defect (e.g. priority, severity). Based on the importance,
the defect is either:
A. further evaluated by the CCB (Task 2),
B. or the defect will directly start with the Analysis task (Task 3).
Task 2. The CCB analyzes the defect and sends it to the required task
depending on the need (Analysis, Resolution, Evaluation, or Concluded
task), with the following possibilities:
C. The defect is redirected to the Concluded task in case the defect is
found duplicated, expected to be fixed in a next release, or out of
the scope of the functionality required;
D. The defect is redirected to tasks Analysis, Resolution, or
Evaluation depending on the need.
Task 3. The task, i.e. either Analysis, Resolution, or Evaluation, starts to
handle the CIs. When the task is completed, one of the four possibilities
is chosen:
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E. If the task’s execution is successful then an important defect is
directed to the CCB, and it waits to be redirected again to the next
task, (it returns to Task 2)
F. If the task’s execution is successful then a less important defect
continues with the next logical task, for instance after Analysis it
can be Resolution.
G. If the task was not successfully executed then an important defect
is returned to the CCB for a re-evaluation (Task 2).
H. If the task was not successfully executed then a less important
defect is handled again by the same task (Task 3)
Task 4. Once all the tasks of the CCB process have been successfully
carried out, the pattern of the defect is closed.
Based on the quality manual of the company X, the tasks of the CCB process
are described as follows:
3.3.2.1 Submit task
The task is performed by a tester. During the task, a defect is submitted and it
receives an identification number in the CCB system.
3.3.2.2 CCB Evaluation task
The task is performed by the CCB. During the task, the CCB evaluates
properties of the defect (e.g. severity, priority). Based on these properties, a preselection of defects is made and a decision of the next steps is taken. Also,
results of the tasks Analysis, Resolution and Evaluation are analyzed with
respect to major defects.
3.3.2.3 Analysis task
The task is performed by an analyst assigned by the CCB. During the task, a
solution for the request submitted is identified. This includes reconstruction of
the problem for a problem report, proposed technical solution (with possible
alternatives when applicable) for the change request or problem report,
estimation of the change impact on the project and the system, and
identification of all components affected by the handled defect.
3.3.2.4 Resolution task
The task is performed by a coder or programmer. The defect is being resolved
based on the solution identified during Analysis. The programmer also ensures
that all relevant documentation and code are updated accordingly.
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3.3.2.5 Evaluation task
The task is performed by a verifier. During the task, outcomes of the Resolution
task are evaluated with respect to the change requested. Also, a decision is made
whether the handled defect needs rework (e.g. because the implementation is
incomplete or incorrect), or the handling of the defect is complete.
3.3.2.6 Concluded task
The task is performed by the CCB. During the task, the defect is closed and the
final status of the defect is reported to the original initiator. The changed
documentation and code are correctly archived in the repository.
The process model is shown in Figure 5, where labels are assigned based on the
foregoing description. The numbers represent the tasks; the characters A to H
represent the transitions between the tasks.
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Figure 5 – The 'official' CCB process model
This 'official' CCB process model will be compared with 'actual' CCB process
models. Regarding this 'actual' CCB process model, the data preparation will be
described in Section 3.4, and the analysis and the construction of this 'actual'
CCB process model will be presented in Section 3.5.
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3.4. The case-studies: the available data and the data
preparation
The development team of the project P collects data in a status database order to
be able to control the development process and to predict its outcomes. A
quality assurance specialist creates copies of the status of the status database
content on a weekly basis. Such a copy is called a snapshot of the CCB
database. The snapshots provide the data for the creation of an event-log, which
serves as an input to the process mining. One of the research questions was,
whether it is possible to use such data to discover and construct underlying
process models, since the quality of the data is crucial for a successful
application of process mining. In the next section, we describe the
transformation and cleaning process from the snapshots of the CCB database
into an event-log. Notice that this transformation and cleaning process can take
60% to 80% of the time of the whole mining process (Witten, 2005).
3.4.1. The available data
As indicated before, information about a defect and its status during the CCB
process is stored in a database of the SCM system. The defects have been
discovered during verification and validation activities. Every database record
describes the defect by its attributes and timestamps. The snapshots contain the
information of the SCM system on a weekly basis. Table 5 shows three example
snapshots and their changes over a period of three months.
The snapshots follow the evolution of the handling of the defects by the CCB.
The evolution is captured in the field CrStatus that stores the information of the
current status of a particular defect. Each snapshot contains a record for each
defect that is described by four types of data fields:
• The History Date and Subsystem data fields provide the general reference
about the snapshot; they describe the date of the snapshot and the
subsystem database from which the snapshot was taken.
• Problem_nr together with the Subsystem data field uniquely identifies the
defect.
• The Priority, Severity, Request_type, CrStatus and Team fields describe
the attributes of the defect.
• The dates of Start and Complete are stored in the corresponding fields
(e.g. the Start event of the Analysis is stored in Analysis (started) field),
and the Modify time field stores the date of the last change of the CI's
status.
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Table 5 – An example of snapshot records of Defect nr. 2714
a) August 22, 2007

b) September 26, 2007

c) October 22, 2007

Data field

Value

Data field

Value

Data field

Value

History
Date

22-08-07

History
Date

26-09-07

History
Date

22-1007

Subsystem

SUB1

Subsystem

SUB1

Subsystem

SUB1

Problem nr

2714

Problem nr

2714

Problem nr

2714

Priority

Medium

Priority

Medium

Priority

Medium

Severity

B

Severity

B

Severity

B

Request
type

PR

Request
type

PR

Request
type

PR

CrStatus

In_resoluti
on

CrStatus

In_resoluti
on

CrStatus

Conclud
ed

Team

TEAM1

Team

TEAM1

Team

TEAM1

Submit
(start)

04-09-06

Submit
(start)

04-09-06

Submit
(start)

04-0906

Submit
(complete)

04-09-06

Submit
(complete)

04-09-06

Submit
(complete)

04-0906

Analysis
(start)

18-01-07

Analysis
(start)

18-01-07
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Resolution
(start)
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Resolution
(start)

02-04-07

Resolution
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Resolution
(complete)

Resolution
(complete)

Resolution
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Evaluation
(start)

Evaluation
(start)

Evaluation
(start)

Evaluation
(complete)

Evaluation
(complete)

Evaluation
(complete)

Modify
time

02-05-07

Modify
time

05-09-07

Modify
time

19-1007

3.4.2. Data preparation: from snapshots to event-log
The snapshots capture the evolution of the defects, i.e. the changes of the defect
status, in time. This information has been used as the input for the mining of the
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underlying 'actual' process that handles the defects. The first step is the
transformation of the available data into an event-log. Then the event-log is
used as an input for process mining. In this section, we describe the necessary
transformation of the data fields in the snapshots into an event-log. First, we
start with a description of the data structure of an event-log.
Data structure of an event-log:
• Case identifier. Cases (or instances) are items that are handled by a
process (van Beest, Maruster, 2007). Here a defect is considered as a case
and the Problem nr is the case identifier.
• Tasks are executed when they handle a case during a process. Tasks have
been derived from the CrStatus field. A change in the status of a task is
an event. In the snapshots, only the event types Start and Complete are
used. Possible other event types like suspend or resume are not used in
the snapshots.
• Timestamps are points in time of each event that is executed during the
handling of a case in a process. The necessary timestamps have been
extracted from the fields in the snapshots which store time information;
• Resources are persons, which are involved in the execution of each task
during the handling of a case in the process. This information has been
derived from the Team field in the snapshots;
• Case-related attributes are attributes, which can enrich mined process
models and/or can play a role in process mining from different
perspectives. Regarding the CCB process of project P, the defined caserelated attributes are derived from the Priority, Severity and Request_type
fields.
At first sight it seems relatively simple to transform the snapshots into a
corresponding event-log. However, a number of problems occurred. The
following problems were detected: missing fields in records, incorrect event
sequences, and absent information about tasks and events. Some of these
problems are caused by the possibility to overwrite and/or delete information in
the SCM system. For instance, each Submit, Analysis, Evaluation and
Resolution status change has a timestamp assigned to its Start and Complete
event, see Table 5. Any status change is a result of an event. At each Start event
of such a task, the corresponding data field in the database is filled in. When the
execution of the task is successful, also the timestamp of the Complete event is
recorded. In the case of a failure of a task, the corresponding timestamp of the
Start event is removed. For example, if the execution of the Analysis task was
not successful, the data field Analysis (started) is set to be empty. Depending of
the moment snapshots are taken this can for instance result in an incomplete
event pattern like Analysis (start), Analysis (start), Analysis (complete). A
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possible explanation is the following snapshots collection: Analysis (start)
[snapshot 1], Analysis (complete) [missing], Analysis (start) [snapshot 2],
Analysis (complete) [snapshot 3]. As indicated the following problems were
detected: missing fields in records, incorrect event sequences, and absent
information about tasks and events. These three problems have been dealt with
as follows.
3.4.2.1 Problem 1: Missing fields in records
The snapshots contain the cumulative defects submitted to the CCB. However,
records in snapshots have been identified which contained these cumulative
numbers, while subsequent snapshots did not have these numbers. To improve
the quality of the data, such records have been excluded from the analysis, as
they were apparently considered not to be defects.
3.4.2.2 Problem 2: Incorrect sequences of events
Table 6 lists the incorrect sequences together with the (simple) strategies, which
have been used to correct them. Missing Start and Complete events have been
introduced to enhance the completeness of the data. It has to be emphasized that
these strategies are only possible due to the known fact that the activities within
the CCB process do not run in parallel and that a previous task is completed
before a next one starts.
When performing the resolving steps described in Table 6, also artificial
timestamps have been assigned to newly introduced events. As an event for a
task is recorded, the task was actually executed. Hence, the artificial events of
such tasks do not create any new tasks that were not performed. In case, no start
and no complete event of a task was recorded, the task was not executed (i.e.
skipped). For the sequences described in the first four rows in Table 3, the
timestamps from the timestamp of the previous event have been calculated with
plus 30 minutes. As for the cases described in the last row of the table, the
timestamp of the artificial Complete event has been calculated from the
timestamp of the Start event plus 20 minutes and the timestamp of the artificial
Start event plus 40 minutes. The problems and the solutions were evaluated
with the quality assurance specialist. Although the throughput time of a case is
not affected by the introduction of artificial time stamps, the disadvantage of
artificial timestamps is that a detailed performance analysis (e.g. process
bottlenecks identification, execution and waiting times, etc.) may become
unreliable. However, a detailed performance analysis is out of the scope of this
section.
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Table 6 - Possible incorrect sequences of events and strategies for fixing
these situations
Incorrect Sequence

Resolving Strategy

Number
of
inserted
events

Two consecutive Start events
coming from different tasks,
e.g. A and B. Example: A
(Start), B (Start)

An artificial Complete event has been introduced 2
between both Start events. The artificial event will
belong to the task of the first Start event.
Example: A (Start), A (Complete), B (Start)

Two consecutive Start events
coming from the same task
but having different time
stamps. Example: A (Start),
A (Start)

Both events have been considered as two separate 12
executions of the same task, and the same strategy
has been applied as in the previous case, i.e. we
introduced an artificial Complete event between
them.
Example: A (Start), A (Complete), A (Start)

Two consecutive Complete An artificial Start event has been introduced 608
events coming from different between the two Complete events. The artificial
event will belong to the task of the second
tasks.
Complete event.
Example: A (Complete), B
(Complete)
Example: A (Complete), B (Start), B (Complete)
Two consecutive Complete
events coming from equal
tasks but having different
time stamps.

Both events are being considered as two separate 0
executions of the same task, and introduced an
artificial Start event between the two Complete
events.

Example: A (Complete), A Example: A (Complete), A (Start), A (Complete)
(Complete)
The Start event of a task Two artificial events have been introduced: first, 0
followed by the Complete the Complete event of the first task and then the
event from a different task.
Start event of the second task.
Example: A
(Complete)

(Start),

B Example: A (Start), A (Complete), B (Start), B
(Complete)

3.4.2.3 Problem 3: Absent information about tasks and events
Since the snapshots do not log processes, the data miss explicit information
about performed tasks and events. The change of a defect's status is a result of
an activity performed on the defect. Hence, tasks have been derived from the
current status of a particular defect in a snapshot (i.e. from the CrStatus data
field in the snapshot). The identification of the tasks Submit, Analysis,
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Resolution and Evaluation is straightforward. A defect is considered to be
handled by the CCB evaluation tasks when the CrStatus of the defect is one of
the following: Duplicate, On Hold, Later Release, Not reproducible, or
Rejected (as these status values are only assigned during the CCB evaluation).
The Concluded task is identified when the CrStatus equals to Concluded. The
Modify time field has been used for retrieving the Concluded and CCB
evaluation task's timestamp, see Table 5. Unsuccessful executions of the task
Analysis, Resolution and Evaluation are respectively recorded as Analysis
failed, Resolution failed and Evaluation failed values of the CrStatus field.
In making these changes, and indeed in the entire process mining approach, we
assume that the activities as carried out in practice can be mapped in a
reasonable fashion to the data available. This firstly implies that no other type
of activities are carried out that are relevant for the CCB-process. Given the
long experience with this type of process, this seems a reasonable assumption.
A second assumption is that these activities are carried out as specified. This is
a less reasonable assumption. One can easily imagine that during analysis the
solution is identified, and found to be so obvious that the resolution task is
carried out straight away. In the data this can then be recorded by a complete
data sequence, but it also could explain some of the missing data. For instance,
a sequence “A (start), B (complete)” could indicate such a case where the start
of analysis and the completion of the resolution are entered and the intermediate
data are kept blank since they are perceived to be not relevant. However, this
almost never occurred in the data. Similarly the sequence “A (start), A
(complete), B (complete)” can refer to such a situation where the start of the
resolution activity is noted, but the not so relevant information on the
completion of the analysis task is left out. In fact, in the data we do find that the
second sequence occurred often (see Table 6). This can indicate a normal
omission in data recording, but it can also indicate a case where sequentially
defined activities are carried out jointly. The techniques we used, are incapable
of identifying which is true, but the analysis of missing data does suggest that
this deviation between prescribed and executed process could occur. Validation
of this suspicion requires checking with the developers. In the remainder of the
analysis we will not focus on this potential problem and focus on what can be
learned from the cleaned data.
After correction, it was possible to identify 8832 cases in total. We were
interested in the analysis of completed cases, i.e. the cases starting with Submit
task and ending with Concluded task. After filtering out the cases, which do not
start with Submit task (i.e., tasks for which information about the start of the
CCB process is not present in the data), and the cases, which do not end with
Concluded task (i.e., cases that are still being processed), an event-log with
6870 completed cases remained. This event-log has been used to mine the
process model of the 'actual' CCB process.
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3.5. Analyzing and constructing the 'actual' CCB-process
For discovering the 'actual' CCB process model from the event-log, processmining algorithms from ProM 5.0 have been used (van Dongen, et al 2005).
This ‘actual’ process model is compared with the 'official' CCB process model.
The differences between these models are discussed with the development
teams, and subsequently improvement actions are determined.
3.5.1. The discovered 'actual' CCB process model of project P
The goal of process mining in the project P was to use the event-log with the
6870 completed cases to discover the 'actual' way of working, i.e. the controlflow, of the software developers in the CCB process. Based on the data that
have been used and the problems identified in section 4, the heuristic mining
algorithm of ProM has been selected to mine the underlying CCB process from
a control-flow perspective. This heuristic algorithm is relatively robust and has
options to focus on the main behavior of a process, instead of trying to model
the full details of the behavior of a process (Weijters et al, 2006).
Figure 6 presents the discovered 'actual' CCB process model that has been
constructed using the heuristic algorithm of ProM. Two numbers label each
transition from one task to another. The upper number in the figure describes
the reliability of the transition. The reliability scale goes from 0 to 1, where 1
represents the highest reliability. It has to be noticed that the transition becomes
more reliable when the transaction is supported by more cases (i.e., if only one
case shows this behavior the reliability is very low). The lower number
describes the number of cases that have passed the transition. For example in
Figure 6, the transition from Submit to Analysis is reliable (1) and 2081 cases
have passed this transition.
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Figure 6 - The 'actual' CCB process model discovered with the ProM
heuristic mining algorithm
By using the default parameters of the heuristic mining algorithm, only the main
dependency relations are presented. It has to be emphasized that the information
can be incomplete because the available data, i.e. the snapshots, were taken on a
weekly basis.
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The following differences between the control-flow paths in the 'actual' CCB
process model, in comparison with the 'official' CCB process, have been
identified. The first one is the (illegal) direct transfer of a case from the tasks
Analysis to Evaluation that was followed by 0.74% (51) of the cases. The
second one, and definitely more important, is the (also illegal) transfer from the
tasks Submit to Resolution, without passing the task Analysis. This skipping of
the task Analysis was followed by 70% (4779) of the cases. This was confirmed
by a conformance check. The aim of conformance checking (Rozinat, van der
Aalst 2008) is to test how much of the behavior captured in the event-log (see
section 4 and Figure 3), is in compliance with a process model. We use this
technique to compare the event-log with the 'official' CCB process model, see
Figure 5. In other words, the conformance checking detects mismatches
between the discovered process model and the logged execution of the process
such as expressed in the event-log. The result was that only 2035 out of the
6870 cases (i.e. 30%) in the event-log were fully compliant with the defined
'official' CCB process.
Since the Analysis task is considered as one of the most important tasks in the
CCB process, skipping this task to this extent is very surprising, and further
analysis of this phenomenon is highly needed.
3.5.2. Control-flow patterns
The event-log has also been analyzed using the Performance Sequence Diagram
algorithm (or ProM plug-in). This plug-in provides information about what
sequence of activities, i.e. patterns, in the process are common and what
sequence are low frequent. The analysis shows that although there are 45
different sequences most of the behavior of the cases (6699 or 97,5%) can be
described by two (most common) sequences. The illegal sequence 1 is
described by the sequence: Submit  Resolution  Evaluation  Concluded,
and covers 4742 cases. Sequence 2, which is legal, describes the behavior of
handling 1957 cases in the following sequence: Submit  Analysis 
Resolution  Evaluation  Concluded.
3.5.3. Feedback to the development team on the results of project

P
After discovering the 'real' process model using process mining in the previous
sections, several differences between the mined and documented model were
revealed. These differences could result from various situations. The type of the
situation is not recognized automatically, it requires involvement of a process
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owner. That means that process-mining results are starting point for further
analysis and must be fed back to the development team. Hence, it is not possible
to make a decision regarding the process without understanding circumstances
that may influence its execution and cause the differences between the
documented and the mined process model. Based on such analysis, it is decided
whether the difference is a result of an exceptional or systematic behavior and
which of the models – documented or mined – is 'wrong'.
In particular the main result of the process mining, i.e. the discovery of the
skipping of task Analysis, has been discussed with the development team of
project P. The high percentage (70%) of cases following the path from the task
Submit directly to the task Resolution, skipping Analysis, could indicate that
this is rather common behavior rather than an exception.
The responsible manager of the project P explained at first that the tight
schedule and having not enough managerial commitment to follow the 'official'
CCB process played a role in allowing deviations from that 'official' process.
Project P was a fixed price project and due to a slow start-up it had ‘wasted’ a
significant part of its budget. For that reason, it was decided to 'ease' on 'official'
CCB tasks where these would not influence the final quality or the timely
delivery (to be decided by the developers themselves). Furthermore, it was
argued that project P was transferred from a CMM level 3 organization to a
joint venture with an external development party.
A more in-depth analysis of the cases that skipped the task Analysis with the
project team showed that almost half of these cases (2123) were so-called
implementation requests. That means that these cases were not defects in terms
of errors, but implementations requests for various functional specifications.
Such implementation requests may not require analysis and may be resolved
directly. However, this is not explicitly mentioned in the 'official' CCB process
description. Regarding the other half of the cases, it appeared that the task
Analysis was usually skipped if a defect was considered to be 'simple' and the
solution of it to be straightforward. This behavior appeared to be allowed for
particular circumstances and under certain conditions (also to be decided by the
developers themselves). These particular circumstances and certain conditions
were not explicitly mentioned in the 'official' CCB process.
The researchers finally suggested the development team to include these
circumstances and conditions in the 'official' CCB process description (i.e. in
the quality manual), and as such to improve the 'official' process on the basis of
the mined 'actual' CCB process model.
A possible occurrence of joint task execution has also been discussed with
developers. In case of straightforward solutions, a defect was indeed sometimes
resolved without completing the Analysis task first. That means, a number of
defects followed an unidentified process path. In that case, the defects were
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processed during a new concatenated task. Even though concatenating Analysis
and Resolution was not defined in the Quality Manual, such behavior was not
necessarily considered to be illegal. Non-critical defects which solution is
considered to be simple and straightforward could be resolved immediately. The
approach was proposed to reduce bureaucracy during the development process.
Nevertheless, it would be recommended to use this scenario consciously and
only if certain conditions are met. These conditions then also need to be
explicitly defined in the Quality Manual.
In order to verify the information on the specific characteristics of project P that
had been received from the project team, it was decided to investigate the eventlogs of nine other projects in the same software development organization. In
particular the skipping of the task Analysis in the 'actual' CCB processes of
these projects has been investigated.
3.5.4. Projects P1 to P9: mining results regarding the skipping of

the task Analysis
In the projects, P1 to P9, the same 'official' CCB process from the quality
manuals has been used by the developers. For each project the available data
has been prepared similarly to the data preparation in project P, leading to nine
separate event-logs. Process mining was done on these event-logs for each of
the projects separately, and not on the data set as a whole, as the goal was not to
get insight into 'one overall actual' CCB-process, but to provide feedback on the
differences between the 'actual' CCB processes to the distinct development
teams.
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Table 7 – Percentages of cases that skipped Analysis in the projects P1 to
P9

Project Number of cases

Analysis
skipped

P

6870

70%

P1

343

33,82%

P2

40255

49,07%

P3

10

10,00%

P4

2215

4,33%

P5

195

32,82%

P6

1046

69,89%

P7

2228

33,39%

P8

268

76,49%

P9

785

79,62%

Also in the nine projects the Heuristic Miner plug-in of ProM has been used to
discover the 'actual' CCB process models. The results are similar to the main
result of the mining of the event-log from project P. In each of the projects P1 to
P9, it appeared that the Analysis task was NOT executed in a considerable
amount of the cases. In Table 7 this main mining result is presented.
3.5.5. Feedback to the development team on the results of the nine

projects
As can be seen in Table 7 the skipping of the task Analysis, takes place often. In
total it occurs in 50% of cases. Apparently project P was not such a special
project after all, and probably a more fundamental cause for the deviations from
the 'official' CCB path has to be identified. Confronting the development teams
with these data resulted in an acceptance of the seriousness of the deviation, the
necessity to do further research on the mining of the CCB processes, and to
subsequently improve the 'official' CCB process of the company.
Interesting is that it took the mining results of more than one, i.e. nine, projects,
to achieve an acceptance of the main mining result by the development team of
project P. The mining results from the single project P were at first, more or
less, discarded without much reflection, since the project was 'special', and
carried out under specific circumstances. Convincing the development team
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with the same kind of results from nine other projects indicates that the
discovery of structural process deviations requires data from several projects.

3.6. Discovering Changes of the Change Control Board
Process during a Software Development Project using
Process Mining
In this Section, we demonstrate the use of process-mining techniques to analyze
the CCB process based on real data. We attempt to find whether the real
executions of the CCB process in a particular organization deviate from the
documented process as the project progresses. Knowing the "real" process and
its differences from the documented process, we investigate what the possible
implications are, and what type of advices can be given on the basis of the
results, with respect to the software process improvement.
In the previous section, we showed the possibility of applying process mining to
a software development process. The process models were derived from data on
actual 'real-practice' activities that are taking place. In the case study in this
Section, we analyze the process further in order to understand common patterns
or circumstances, under which the development team makes shortcuts in the
CCB process. More in particular we investigate the way the CCB process
changes, i.e. deviates from the 'standard', during the subsequent phases in the
software development life cycle.
3.6.1. Task Duration
In this case study, we focused on the time aspect of the CCB process. Namely,
we analyzed the throughput time of the process and the duration of tasks per
lifecycle phase. We compared the duration of the three tasks Analysis,
Resolution and Evaluation. The above-mentioned tasks are described in detail
by their Start and End events directly in the project database. We calculated the
average duration of the tasks as the time elapsed between these two events.
Figure 7 shows a graphical overview of the task duration for each of the
lifecycle phases.
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Figure 7 - Duration of tasks per lifecycle phase (all cases)
Cases that skipped the Analysis task were not processed according to the
‘official’ CCB process. The Analysis task is a key activity of the CCB process
contributing to a successful execution of the other tasks of the process and
consequently to a successful resolution of a defect. Therefore, these cases were
selected for further process-mining analysis. We analyzed these not analyzed
cases (i.e. the cases that skipped the Analysis task) separately. Such analysis
might explain a possible cause of this ‘illegal’ behavior. Figure 8 shows a
graphical overview of the task duration of such cases for each of the lifecycle
phases. The duration of the tasks Resolution and Evaluation is slightly longer
than the average duration when considering all cases.
3.6.1.1 Different Durations of Tasks
Figure 7 shows that during the Specification and Design phase, the Resolution
tasks take a large amount of time. A possible explanation to this could be that
the product is not clearly defined and structured in the beginning of the project.
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Therefore, the Analysis could be more difficult and, as a result, not much
executed.
3.6.1.2 Drop in Duration of Tasks
On the other hand, the duration of the Resolution task significantly drops in the
Implementation and Component and Integration testing phases, while the
duration of the Analysis and Evaluation task increases. The decrease of the
Resolution could be explained by the fact that the project had a fixed deadline.
It was not possible to spend more time on the Resolution activity because of the
fact that more time was simply not available. This hypothesis was also given by
the organization that provided us with information prior to our analysis.
However, this hypothesis does not explain the increase of the duration of the
Evaluation task.

Figure 8 - Duration of tasks per lifecycle phase (not analyzed cases)
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3.6.2. Total Throughput Time
Considering the total throughput time of a case, the throughput time is the
highest during the Specification, Design, System testing, Customer testing and
Consumer use phases. During these phases, validation activities are being
handled by involving external stakeholders. The participation of the external
stakeholders requires synchronizing agendas of all involved parties. The
external stakeholders' participation is mainly required during the Analysis and
Resolution tasks. The execution time of a task is calculated based on the start
and end events in the database, hence it also includes the waiting time. The
waiting time is then reflected in the increased execution time of the tasks. The
throughput time of cases drops during the Implementation, Component testing
and Integration testing during which the developers perform verification
activities without contribution of the external stakeholders (see Figure 7).
3.6.3. Duration in Other Projects
Besides the project P, we analyzed three other projects: P1 – P3. Each of them
had more than 1000 cases. All of the projects P1 – P3 showed similar trend in
task duration and the throughput time with respect to the verification and
validation activities as observed in the project P.

3.7. Deviations from the 'official' process model during the
software development life cycle
The process mining of the CCB process as a whole (i.e. 6870 cases) revealed
that in most of the cases (70%) Analysis task is skipped and the cases are being
directly resolved (see Section 3.5). We assumed that people tend to make such
shortcuts in order to save time. As the project progresses, people feel time
pressure because of the approaching deadline. Our hypothesis is then that they
decide to skip the Analysis task in order to save some time. We expected that
the number of the cases skipping the Analysis increases towards the end of the
project. In order to prove this hypothesis, we analyzed each life cycle phase
separately. During task Submit of the CCB process, the life cycle phase
attribute is assigned according to the life-cycle phase during which the defect
was discovered. When the life cycle phase cannot be identified, value ‘Not
Applicable’ is assigned. Table 8 shows the number of cases per each life cycle
phase.
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Table 8 - Number of cases per lifecycle phase
Life cycle phase

Number of
cases

Number of cases
skipping the
Analysis

Specification

543

408

75.14 %

Design

477

368

77.15 %

Implementation

1282

998

77.85 %

Component testing

470

371

78.94 %

Integration testing

862

531

61.60 %

System testing

1759

861

48.95 %

Customer testing

81

48

59.26 %

Consumer use

33

20

60.61 %

Not Applicable

1363

1173

86.06 %

Although, we expected the number of cases that are not handled according to
the documented process increases towards the end of the project, the results of
our analysis do not prove that. The number of such cases is similar from the
Specification phase till the Component testing. A significant decrease is
observed during the System testing. Customer testing and Consumer use contain
both too little cases for any conclusions to be made.

3.8. Conclusions
In this chapter, we presented a case study on the practical application of
software process mining in an industrial company. Subject for process mining
in this case study was the 'actual' CCB process. Data collected and stored in ten
software development projects have been used. These data capture the changing
status of defects as they are handled by a CCB. The CCB process is 'officially'
described in quality manuals of the company.
Process mining strongly depends on the quality of collected and stored data, and
a quite large number of process instances in the available data sets had to be
filtered out due to incompleteness. However, our study shows that a careful data
preparation can lead to useful event-logs for the mining of processes, despite the
fact that the data were originally not collected and stored to carry out process
mining. Still, the efficiency and effectiveness of process mining can
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substantially benefit from well-structured data definition and collection
guidelines, and thus high quality data sets.
The 'actual' CCB process models could be successfully discovered from the
event-logs using process-mining algorithms. A second important result of this
research is that a 'structural' deviation could be identified in the 'actual' CCB
process models, in comparison with the 'official' CCB process. This deviation is
the skipping, in a high number of cases (70%), of an important task in the
'official' CCB process, i.e. the task Analysis. Initially, this deviation has been
identified in a case study on a project P that has been addressed first in this
chapter. This deviation was then discarded by the development team because of
the exceptional project characteristics of that project. After carrying out the
same type of process mining on the (prepared) data of nine other software
development projects, it appeared that the same deviation as in project P was
found. As a consequence deviation was called 'structural', and accepted by the
project management as being a serious problem. Consequently, it has been
decided to study this deviation further, in order to improve the 'official' CCB
process in the quality manual and/or to improve the 'actual' way of working in
the CCB process.
Furthermore, we compared the duration of tasks and the total throughput time
during different lifecycle phases. The results showed that the duration of the
validation tasks involving external stakeholders are longer than the verification
tasks performed without the external involvement. Possible implications for the
software process improvement might be that meetings with the external partners
are plan ahead, maybe on a regular basis. The problems with synchronizing
different agendas are minimized and the project progresses more smoothly.
Project issues are then solved more promptly without any extensive waiting
times.
Although, we expected the number of cases that are not handled according to
the documented process increases towards the end of the project, the results of
our analysis do not prove that. The number of cases that do not comply with the
documented model is overall high. This indicates that skipping the Analysis
task is a structural problem. A decrease is observed during the System testing,
where more attention is given to the handling of defects probably.
In this chapter, we answered the research question RQ 2. The case study has
shown that detailed and well-founded software process improvements can be
based on the results of analyzing and constructing explicit process models, i.e.
on the results of process mining. In other words, that process mining can
support software process assessment and consequently software process
improvement.
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PART 1B

Chapter 4

Conclusions based on the
exploratory research

In Part 2, we explored motivation of the usage of process-mining techniques as
a means to gather information about a software development process requiring
an assessment. Furthermore, we tested the possibility of this usage on a set of
real-life data.
We concluded that software processes are highly uncertain and therefore
currently used information-gathering strategies and techniques are not
appropriate. In order to gather information about highly uncertain software
processes, information-gathering strategies called ‘synthesis’ and
‘experimentation’ are appropriate. We identified process-mining techniques as
techniques associated with this type of strategy.
Furthermore, we demonstrated that software process mining is possible in
principle. Case studies were performed that show that software process
improvements can be based on the results of analyzing and constructing explicit
process models, i.e. on the results of process mining. We concluded that process
mining can support software process assessment and consequently software
process improvement.
In Part 2, we showed that process mining of software development processes is
not straightforward. Process mining offers four perspectives and a multitude of
techniques to analyze processes from these perspectives. Therefore, a structural
approach on how to identify suitable techniques for software process
assessment needs to be designed. Such an approach can be used by practitioners
to support regular software process (Jarvinen, 2000). In Part 3 in Chapter 5, we
will design an approach how to use software process mining in practice.
Another lesson learned, based on the research in Part 2, is that good quality
data, that are necessary for process mining, are rare. Logs provided by current
tools supporting software development are still considered as a side product,
containing data not intended for process mining. Therefore, data preparation
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resulting in an event-log is time consuming and complex. In Part 3 in Chapter 6,
we will define requirements for tools supporting software development as
process mining data sources and we will propose an approach to systematically
check the potential of the current tools to provide data required for process
mining.
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PART 3
DESIGN RESEARCH

Chapter 5

Process mining support for

CMMI-based software process assessment
In this chapter, we answer the research question RQ 3 - What are criteria to
identify process areas suitable for process mining in support of software
process assessment, and how can they be applied? We investigate whether and
how process mining can support the software process assessment of a selected
software process improvement model CMMI (CMMI Product Team, 2010). We
study the CMMI model in order to identify the criteria for selecting a set of
suitable process mining techniques. Moreover, we identify criteria to select
software processes for which process mining is reasonable and has an added
value.

5.1. Introduction
Mature and well-designed software processes help a software developing
organization to deliver a specified product within planned time and budget.
Therefore, software processes need to be continuously assessed and improved.
A commonly accepted main stream in software process improvement (SPI)
focuses on the assessment and subsequent improvement of software
development processes. SPI starts with assessing the actual development
process in a software development organization. Therefore, it is essential to
obtain precise process information as a starting point.
Currently used software process improvement methods such as Capability
Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) rely on process information, which is
gathered during interviews and brainstorm sessions, and from quality manuals
and process standard reviews (amalíková et al., 2012). Interviews,
brainstorming sessions, quality manuals and process standard reviews are
information-gathering techniques that represent a so-called 'asking’ and
‘deriving’ information-gathering strategies. These strategies and techniques are
appropriate for gathering information in a stable environment, where problem
space is limited and uncertainty is low. However, software processes are
complex, flexible, human-oriented, creative, and often long termed,
decentralized and distributed; and the resulting product (i.e. software) is
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intangible (amalíková et al., 2012). Such characteristics increase uncertainty of
the software processes, and therefore, using 'asking' and 'deriving' strategy and
the techniques such as interviews and document reviews is not appropriate
(Davis, 1982). Moreover, using these strategies and accompanying techniques
may describe the software process not in accordance with reality. While bad
input can only produce bad output, it is important that software process
assessment is based on reliable information reflecting the actual 'real' process in
an organization.
Such a ‘real’ picture or model of an actual software process can be obtained by
means of process mining. Process mining is a process management technique
that allows for the analysis of (business) processes based on automatically
recorded event-logs. In a case study (amalíková et al., 2011), we showed that it
is possible to use such automatically recorded data in order to retrieve an
underlying software process model. Moreover, we showed that the mined model
may reveal information from the actual process that is not obvious and that is
different from the perception of reality in the organization. Based on process
mining of the actual process, decisions can be made and realistic and detailed
improvement actions can be planned and executed. As a consequence, software
process improvement could start directly from 'real-life' information gathered
from the actual process during a software process assessment (see also Section
3.2 and Section 6.3).
In this chapter, we study the CMMI for Development version 1.3 (further
referred to as CMMI model or CMMI) and the standard CMMI assessment
method (SCAMPI). We study which software process information (so called
objective evidence) is required and whether it can be obtained using processmining techniques. Process-mining techniques are able to extract process
information from data commonly available in the information systems that
support processes. The aim of this chapter is to develop a structured approach to
identify to which the parts of CMMI it is possible to apply process-mining
techniques and to identify which process-mining techniques are useful for the
CMMI-based software process assessment.
This chapter is organized as follows: In Section 5.2, we introduce the key
concepts of CMMI, SCAMPI and the gathering of information for software
process assessment. We also briefly describe the different process mining
techniques. In Section 5.3, we describe our step-wise approach. Sections 5.4
and 5.5 elaborate the approach in more detail. Section 5.4 discusses a process
selection. In Section 5.5, we identify process mining objectives in CMMI. In
Section 5.6, we present a real-life application of our approach – the change
control board process. In section 5.7, we address validity of our design. Section
5.8 concludes the chapter.
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5.2. Background
In subsection 5.2.1, we address the key concepts of CMMI and SCAMPI. In
subsection 5.2.2, we address the different perspectives and techniques of
process mining.
5.2.1. CMMI, SCAMPI: key concepts
The CMMI model describes five levels of maturity. Levels are used in CMMI
to describe a recommended path for an organization that needs to improve its
software development processes. A certain level of maturity is assigned after
assessing software processes of a company against the generic goals and the
specific goals of process areas.
The process areas are clusters of related practices important for making
improvement in the area. Achieving the generic and specific goals ensures
ultimately continuous process optimization and improvement (CMMI Product
Team, 2010). The generic goals apply to multiple process areas, whereas the
specific goals apply only to a given process area. We describe these goals in
more details in the following subsections.
5.2.1.1 Generic goals and generic practices
A generic goal describes the characteristics that must be present to
institutionalize processes that implement a process area. Institutionalization
implies that the process is ingrained in the way the work is performed and there
is commitment and consistency with respect to performing (i.e., executing) the
process. A generic goal is used in assessments to determine whether a process
area is satisfied (CMMI Product Team, 2010).
In order to achieve generic goals, a set of activities must be performed. Such
activities are described by generic practices. Generic practices are called
“generic” because the same practice applies to multiple process areas. The
generic practices associated with a generic goal contribute to the
institutionalization of the processes associated with a process area (CMMI
Product Team, 2010).
Table 9 lists all three generic goals and their associated generic practices. The
generic practices provide the guidance for process implementation and
assessment. The generic practices require various key process aspects such as
planning, training or execution to be present and/or performed. As such, these
practices determine how to execute processes in an effective, repeatable and
lasting way and ensure that the associated generic goal is achieved.
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Table 9 - Generic goals and their associated generic practices
Generic goals

Generic practices

GG1 Achieve specific goals

GP1.1 Perform specific practices

GG2 Institutionalize a managed GP2.1 Establish an organizational policy
process
GP2.2 Plan the process
GP2.3 Provide resources
GP2.4 Assign responsibilities
GP2.5 Train people
GP2.6 Control work products
GP2.7 Identify and involve stakeholders
GP2.8 Monitor and control the process
GP2.9 Objectively Evaluate Adherence
GG3 Institutionalize
process

a

defined GP3.1 Establish a defined process
GP3.2
Collect
experiences

process

related

5.2.1.2 Specific goals and specific practices
A specific goal describes the unique characteristics that must be present to
satisfy a given process area. Process areas is a cluster of related practices in an
area that, when implemented collectively, satisfies a set of goals considered
important for making improvement in that area. A specific goal is used in
assessments to help determine whether the process area is satisfied (CMMI
Product Team, 2010). A specific practice is the description of an activity that is
considered important in achieving the associated specific goal. The specific
practices describe the activities that are expected to result in achievement of the
specific goals of a process area (CMMI Product Team, 2010).
The relation between process areas and specific and generic practices is shown
in Table 10.
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Table 10 - Relation between generic and specific practices and process
areas in CMMI
Generic goals
Generic practices
Process
area

Specific
goals

Specific Institutionalization
practices of a process

5.2.1.3 SCAMPI
SCAMPI (SEI, 2006) is a method to assess the extent to which the
corresponding practices are present in the planned and implemented processes
of the organization. The method relies on an aggregation of information that is
collected via defined types of objective evidence - documents and interviews.
The aggregate of objective evidence provided is used as the basis for the
determination of the implementation of particular processes in practice.
Assessment teams compare the objective evidence collected against the
corresponding practices and determine then the extent to which generic and
specific goals are, or are not, met and generic and specific practices are, or are
not, implemented.
In this chapter, we identify the parts of CMMI (the generic and the specific
practices) for which it is possible to use process mining as a mean of collecting
objective evidence. The basic concepts of process mining, its perspectives and
techniques are described in the next subsection.
5.2.2. Process mining: perspectives and techniques
Process-mining techniques attempt to extract non-trivial and useful process
information from so-called "event-logs''. An event-log contains information
about the activities that have been performed in a real-life situation. In process
mining, the event-log is used for process analysis from different viewpoints,
such as process structure discovery. Moreover, it is possible to use process
mining to compare the observed events with predefined models or business
rules. Currently already a variety of process-mining techniques and tools
(automated support) is available, such as ProM (van Dongen, 2005), and have
been applied in practice.
Process mining can be used in order to analyze the process from one or more of
four perspectives:
1. Control-flow perspective,
2. Performance perspective,
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3. Organizational perspective,
4. Case perspective.
In order to analyze the process from these perspectives, different processmining techniques can be used. We describe these four perspectives briefly in
the next paragraphs:
1. The control-flow perspective focuses on discovering a process model
that specifies the relations between tasks in an event-log. This mined
‘actual’ process model is an objective picture that depicts possible flows
that were followed by the cases in the log (de Medeiros, 2006).
The first step of the process analysis from the control-flow perspective
(i.e. control-flow analysis) is the process model discovery. Using this
technique, a process model is constructed based on the previous
executions of the process captured in the event-log. Depending on the
algorithm implementing the technique, various details could be revealed
in the resulting process model.
After that, conformance checking can be performed in order to compare
the official model with the behavior stored in the log and measure the
divergence. As a result, a fitness measure is calculated, i.e. to what extent
the behavior captured in the event-log fits the model; and the
discrepancies between the official and actual model are emphasized.
2. The performance perspective focuses on the performance of a process.
During process analysis from the performance perspective, properties
such as throughput time, task execution time, etc. are calculated based on
a log replay in combination with a process model.
3. The organizational perspective focuses on the analysis of the relations
among persons (or groups of individuals) performing the activities in the
process - i.e. their social network (van der Aalst, Reijers et al. 2005).
4. The case perspective focuses on the analysis of the process based on the
properties of cases. A case is a “thing” that is being handled by a process,
e.g. a change request in a change control process (amalíková et al,
2011). Additional case attributes describe various case properties that
specify the case. Two types of case attributes exist: stable (e.g. a defect id
or a phase when a defect was detected) and dynamic, meaning it becomes
available during process (e.g. a defect priority). Both types of case
attribute enable process mining from the case perspective.
The case perspective shows the process based on the case types (i.e. a set
of cases with the same or similar attributes), discovering the data
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dependencies that affect the routing of a case (Rozinat, van der Aalst
2006). The case perspective on a process is provided by the decision
analysis (decision mining) revealing how data attributes influence the
choices made in the process, based on past process executions.
Process mining can be carried out from different perspectives, and within each
perspective a set of techniques can be applied providing a valuable insight into a
process. Process mining can answer the questions such as “What does the
process look like?” or “How much does the real process deviate from the
official process?” and even more suggest areas for improvement (e.g. by
identifying process bottlenecks). We hypothesize that during SCAMPI
assessment identical questions are asked and need to be answered, and
therefore, we recognize process mining as a valuable means to collect the
objective evidence needed for process assessment and improvement.

5.3. Step-wise approach to investigate the applicability of
process mining in software process assessment
In this chapter, we study whether process-mining techniques can provide
information useful for the process analysis for software process assessment. We
apply process mining in the context of CMMI-based assessment. The process of
process mining application is described by the life-cycle of a process mining
project in (van der Aalst et al, 2012).
The life cycle of a process mining project consists of the following steps:
1. Process selection - this is the initiation of the process mining project
where a process for process mining analysis is selected
2. Goal selection – here the objectives of process mining objectives are
identified – in this step, important questions are determined and
appropriate process-mining techniques are selected
3. Data extraction – in this step, required data are identified and possible
data sources are recognized. Furthermore, the quality of the data is
determined.
4. Application of the selected process-mining techniques – in this step,
selected process-mining techniques are applied to the selected process.
After that, process-mining results are analyzed and discussed.
We apply the first two steps of this life cycle – the initiation of the processmining project and the identification of the process-mining objectives - in the
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context of software process assessment. Such application defines the objective
of the process-mining project - to provide objective process data (objective
evidence) for software process assessment and subsequent improvement. In this
thesis, we consider CMMI and its assessment method SCAMPI.
Steps 3 and 4 are outside of the scope of this chapter. For the identification of
data requirements and possible sources of data – corresponding to step 3 – we
refer to Chapter 6. Regarding the application of process-mining techniques –
corresponding to step 4 – we refer to (amalíková et al, 2011) and (amalíková
et al, 2009).
In the following paragraphs we elaborate steps 1 and 2 of process mining
project applied in a CMMI context as follows:
1. Process selection – in this step, the need for objective evidence to assess
the software development process is identified. An organization defines
its own software development processes, which address software
development practices. These processes are further mapped to process
areas and associated specific practices of CMMI. In such a way, it is
possible to identify the parts of CMMI referring to software development
processes that can be analyzed from different process mining
perspectives using different process mining techniques.
Subsequently, a set of the software development processes for which
process mining has an added value is determined. The reason is that
process mining requires an extensive data preparation and is therefore
considered a costly procedure. Because of this, the application of such a
costly technique should be well motivated
Moreover, the results of process mining are still not straightforwardly
accepted and process mining is often considered as a ‘black-box’ type of
analysis by people in practice. Arguments supporting process-mining
usage might further support the acceptation of the process mining results.
Based on the previous, we will therefore develop a set of criteria to
evaluate:
• For which software process, process mining has an added value
2. Goal selection – in this step, the key process aspects (e.g. planning,
training, execution) required for software process improvement are
identified. These key aspects are represented by the generic practices of
CMMI. These determine which objective evidence must be collected in
order to assess the chosen software development process using the
SCAMPI software process assessment method.
Process mining offers a variety of techniques. In order to identify
process-mining techniques that can be useful in providing an objective
evidence for SCAMPI, we develop a set of criteria to evaluate:
• For which process aspects, process mining is possible
• For which process aspects, process mining can add value
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• For which process aspects, a technique can be found
We describe the steps 1 and 2 in more detail in the following sections.

5.4. Step 1 – Process selection
In this step, software development processes for the process mining analysis are
selected.
CMMI does not specify that an organization must follow certain software
development processes, however CMMI does specify that an organization
should define and follow processes that address development related practices.
To determine whether these processes are in place, a project or organization
maps its software development processes to the process areas. Process areas and
their specific practices provide an abstraction of software processes of an
organization. The software development processes of an organization are
subject to process mining analysis.
5.4.1. Software processes for which process mining has an added

value
In this subsection, we define criteria to identify the software development
processes for which process mining has an added value.
As already mentioned before, the insight into simple processes should be
retrieved by means of asking and deriving, e.g. using interviews. Process
mining provides more benefits when mining more complex uncertain processes
containing larger number of interrelated tasks and/or resources. Similar to data
mining projects, significant amount of time is spent on data preparation (Witten,
2005). The data preparation can be considered too costly for simple processes or
for processes executed on a less frequent basis. Therefore, such processes are
suggested to be revealed by asking and deriving. Additionally, automated
processes are executed according to their programming and therefore the level
of uncertainty is low. This aspect is not motivating for process mining. On the
other hand, processes performed with involvement of human actors are
uncertain and therefore more suitable for process mining.
Based on the previous, we define a process to be suitable for process mining if
it is:
• Sufficiently complex,
• Routinely repeated,
• Performed by a human actor (i.e. not automated).
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By applying these criteria, we identified process-mineable software processes,
i.e. processes for which process mining is possible and useful.
As already stated, CMMI does not specify certain software processes. This
implies that no generalizable list of minable processes can be identified.
However, the principle of the approach can be illustrated. This will be done in
the next section.
5.4.2. Example: the change control process
In this section, we evaluate the change control process as an example process
with respect to the feasibility of its process mining analysis. First, we evaluate
the feasibility of process mining of the example process, i.e. whether the
example process meets the criteria defined in subsection 5.4.1. Subsequently,
we map the process on specific practices and process area. In such a way we
identify the part CMMI to which application of process-mining techniques is
possible and useful.
5.4.2.1 Evaluate whether process mining has an added value for the change
control process
In order to evaluate the feasibility of process mining of the change control
process, we evaluate whether the process is:
• Sufficiently complex,
• Routinely repeated,
• Performed by a human actor (i.e. not automated).
The change control process consists of activities such as – discovery and
submission of a change request, analysis of the change (e.g. analysis of the
impact, prioritization), resolving the change request and closing the case. These
activities can be interrelated and performed by various actors such as managers
and developers. Furthermore, the change requests address not only changes to
requirements but also failures and defects in work products. That means
changes vary in type, as well as in complexity, severity, etc. Therefore, we
consider the change control process to be sufficiently complex.
The change control process is triggered whenever a need for a change occurs.
Software development is driven by exceptions and late changes to requirements.
Correspondingly, change requests resulting from discovering defects arise
during the whole software development project. As a result, changes occur on a
frequent basis and consequently the change control process is routinely
repeated.
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The change control process cannot be fully automated; activities of the process
– such as analysis, resolution - require involvement of human actors.
Based on the above, we conclude that the process mining analysis of the change
control process is feasible.
5.4.2.2 Mapping the change control process to a CMMI process area
The change control process can be mapped to the specific practice SP2.1 Track
Change Requests. Following the practice SP2.1 ensures that “change requests
are analyzed to determine the impact that the change will have on the work
product, related work products, the budget, and the schedule” (SEI, 2009). The
practice defines the need that change requests are processed according to a
formal process:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Initiate and record change requests in the change request database.
Analyze the impact of changes and fixes proposed in change requests.
Categorize and prioritize change requests.
Review change requests to be addressed in the next baseline with relevant
stakeholders and get their agreement.
5. Track the status of change requests to closure.
The specific practice SG2.1 is associated with the specific goal SG2 Track and
Control Changes requiring that “Changes to the work products under
configuration management are tracked and controlled. Change requests address
not only new or changed requirements but also failures and defects in work
products. Change requests are analyzed to determine the impact that the change
will have on the work product, related work products, the budget, and the
schedule” (SEI, 2009). The specific goal SG2 is specific to the process area
Configuration Management.
In this section, we used the change control process to demonstrate the
application of the step 1 of a process-mining project in the context of CMMI.
The feasibility of process mining of the change control process was evaluated
and confirmed. After that we mapped the change control process to a specific
practice and its associated process area. In such a way we identified a part of
CMMI for which process-mining analysis is possible and feasible. The
approach can be applied to other software development processes of an
organization in the identical way.
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5.5. Step 2 – goal identification
In this section, we describe in detail the steps we will perform in order to
determine which process-mining techniques can provide process data required
for CMMI-based software process assessment.
The generic practices are used as guidelines of what aspects (e.g. planning,
execution) of a process need to be performed. In other words, the generic
practices specify ‘what to do’ for a selected process area. Similarly, process
mining can reveal various aspects of an analyzed process by providing different
views – process mining perspectives - on the process. In this chapter, we study
which of the process aspects determined by generic practices can be revealed by
which process mining perspectives and its associated techniques. That means
we attempt to find a set of generic practices that can be matched with these
process-mining perspectives.
5.5.1. Approach
First, we identify generic practices that are possible to analyze by processmining techniques. As the name ‘process mining’ suggests, the most important
requirement is the presence of a process. Therefore, we focus on generic
practices requiring a process to be performed and we do not consider practices
requiring single-occurrence events. As a result, generic practices for which
process mining is possible are identified.
Another aspect that we consider is the added value of the process-mining
analysis. As shown in Chapter 2, the use of asking and deriving strategies (i.e.
interviews, questionnaires, document reviews) for simple straightforward
processes, i.e. processes with lower level of uncertainty, is more appropriate.
On the other hand, process mining seems to bring the most benefits when
mining processes with higher level of uncertainty. Also, processes that are
executed on a less frequent basis, for which data preparation would be too
costly, are suggested to be revealed by asking and deriving. As the result of this
filtering, potential candidates for process mining are identified:
• We consider only generic practices whose application requires
significantly structurally complex processes and/or processes involving
larger number of various resources.
• We consider only generic practices whose application requires processes
to be frequently repeated.
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• Furthermore, we consider only generic practices whose application
requires non-automated processes.
These candidates are further analyzed in order to identify relevant processmining perspectives and techniques that can be used to assess them. That
means, we search for process-mining techniques whose result can provide data
necessary to evaluate whether a practice was performed or not. The approach is
described in the next subsection.
Our approach of identifying generic practices, for which a suitable processmining technique can be found, is inspired by the Goal Question Metric (GQM)
approach (van Solingen, Berghout, 1999). The GQM approach is based upon
the assumption that for an organization to measure in a purposeful way
informational needs of the organization have to be specified, so that these needs
for information can be quantified whenever possible, and the quantified
information can be analyzed to whether or not the goals are achieved (Basili,
1993).
The GQM paradigm is a mechanism for defining and evaluating a set of
operational goals using measurement. The goals are defined in an operation
tractable way by refining them into a set of quantifiable questions that are used
to extract the appropriate information from the models. The questions and
models define a specific set of metrics and data for collection and provide a
framework for interpretation (Basili, 1992). By applying the GQM approach,
the traceability of the metrics back to the organization’s needs and goals is
provided.
In our research, we apply the GQM approach in order to determine which
process-mining techniques are useful as a source of data necessary to assess the
generic practices. That means we identify a set of process-mining techniques
whose output can be traced back to the generic practices. Starting from the
generic practices and their objectives as ‘goals’, we formulate questions. After
that, we attempt to answer these questions using process-mining techniques. In
other words, we search for the techniques that provide such outputs, which
answer these questions. The approach is applied as follows:
1. Goal. During the process assessment, it is assessed whether and to what
extent generic practices were performed. The objectives of these
processes are therefore the starting point, i.e. ‘goals’.
2. Question. Based on the objective of the generic practice, we formulate
‘questions’ to assess whether the objectives of the generic practices (i.e.
‘goals’) were achieved.
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3. Process-mining technique. During this step, we determine a set of data
needed to answer the questions. Furthermore, we study which processmining techniques can provide these data, i.e. answers to the ‘questions’.
As the results we identify a set of generic practices that can be assessed by
using process-mining analysis. Furthermore, we identify process mining
perspectives and techniques that are useful in CMMI-based software process
assessment and improvement. The application of steps 1 and 2 is described in
the next sections.
5.5.2. Results – Generic Goals and Practices
In this section, we identify generic practices that are suitable for process mining
using the criteria defined in subsection 5.5.1. Furthermore, we associate these
suitable generic practices with appropriate process-mining techniques using the
GQM-based approach described in subsection 5.5.1. We list the generic
practices per the associated generic goal.
5.5.2.1 GG 1 Achieve Specific Goals
GP 1.1 Perform Specific Practices
The purpose of this generic practice is to produce the work products and deliver
the services that are expected by performing (i.e. executing) the process.
The practice is implemented by a software development process executed on a
regular and frequent basis by a team of human actors, i.e. software developers.
As such, we consider the practice as a potential candidate suitable for process
mining.
We apply GQM-based approach in order to determine whether any of processmining techniques can provide data useful for assessing the practice:
Goal: The generic practice is repeatedly performed on day-to-day basis by
executing an adequately complex software development process involving a
team of people. This generic practice, when applied to a selected process area,
results in a considerably complex process that is routinely executed.
Question: What does the process look like? How many cases were processed?
How many cases follow a certain path?
Technique: The executed process can be revealed by using techniques of
control-flow perspective of process mining. Control-flow perspective is
focusing on discovering a process model that specifies the relations between
tasks in an event-log. This mined process model is an objective picture that
depicts possible flows that were followed by the cases in the log (assuming that
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the events were correctly logged) (de Medeiros, 2006). The process model of
the ‘real’ process from the logged data is constructed using process-mining
technique called process model discovery. That means in order to assess
whether a specific practice was performed, process model discovery technique
can be used.
5.5.2.2 GG 2 Institutionalize a Managed Process
GP 2.1 Establish an Organizational Policy
The purpose of this generic practice is to define the organizational expectations
for the process and make these expectations visible to those members of the
organization who are affected.
The practice is implemented by a process that is not routinely repeated and
therefore not considered to be suitable for process mining. Interviews and
document reviews are most likely more suitable techniques.
GP 2.2 Plan the process
The purpose of this generic practice is to determine what is needed to perform
the process and to achieve the established objectives, to prepare a plan for
performing the process, to prepare a process description, and to get agreement
on the plan from relevant stakeholders.
The practice is implemented by a rather simple process that is not routinely
repeated and therefore not considered to be suitable for process mining.
Interviews and document reviews are most likely more suitable techniques.
GP 2.3 Provide resources
The purpose of this generic practice is to ensure that the resources necessary to
perform the process as defined by the plan are available when they are needed.
Resources include adequate funding, appropriate physical facilities, skilled
people, and appropriate tools.
The practice is implemented by an activity (or a simple process) that is not
routinely repeated and therefore not considered to be suitable for process
mining. Interviews and document reviews are most likely more suitable
techniques.
GP 2.4 Assign responsibility
The purpose of this generic practice is to ensure that there is accountability for
performing the process and achieving the specified results throughout the life of
the process. The people assigned must have the appropriate authority to perform
the assigned responsibilities.
The practice is implemented by an activity (or a simple process) that is not
routinely repeated and therefore not considered to be suitable for process
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mining. Interviews and document reviews are most likely more suitable
techniques.
GP 2.5 Train people
The purpose of this generic practice is to ensure that people have the necessary
skills and expertise to perform or support the process. The practice is not
routinely repeated and therefore not considered to be suitable for process
mining.
The practice is implemented by an activity (or a simple process) that is not
routinely repeated and therefore not considered to be suitable for process
mining. Interviews and document reviews are most likely more suitable
techniques.
GP 2.6 Control Work Products
The purpose of this generic practice is to establish and maintain the integrity of
the selected work products of the process (or their descriptions) throughout their
useful life. The selected work products are specifically identified in the plan for
performing the process, along with a specification of the appropriate level of
control. Different levels of control are appropriate for different work products
and for different points in time. For example, for some work products, it may be
sufficient to maintain version control so that the version of the work product in
use at a given time, past or present, is known and changes are incorporated in a
controlled manner. We also recognize that maintaining such control can provide
a footprint of process execution. Such footprint can be used as a data source for
process mining.
We classify this practice as an automated practice, which is not be analyzed
with a process mining technique. However, the implementation of this practice
results in the presence of various data sources for process mining.
GP 2.7 Identify and Involve Relevant Stakeholders
The purpose of this generic practice is to establish and maintain the expected
involvement of relevant stakeholders during the execution of the process. The
practice is not routinely repeated and therefore not considered to be suitable for
process mining.
The practice is implemented by an activity (or a simple process) that is not
routinely repeated and therefore not considered to be suitable for process
mining. Interviews and document reviews are most likely more suitable
techniques.
GP 2.8 Monitor and Control the Process
The purpose of this generic practice is to perform the direct day-to-day
monitoring and controlling of the process. Appropriate visibility into the
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process is maintained so that appropriate corrective action can be taken when
necessary. Monitoring and controlling the process can involve measuring
appropriate attributes of the process or work products produced by the process.
The practice is implemented by an activity that is not adequately complex and
mainly automated, therefore not considered to be suitable for process mining.
Interviews and document reviews are most likely more suitable techniques.
GP 2.9 Objectively Evaluate Adherence
The purpose of this generic practice is to provide credible assurance that the
process and selected work products are implemented as planned and adhere to
the process description, standards, and procedures.
Depending on process area, the practice is implemented by a complex software
development process that is executed on a regularly frequent basis by a team of
human actors, i.e. software developers. As such, we consider the practice as a
potential candidate suitable for process mining.
We apply GQM-based approach in order to determine whether any of processmining techniques can provide data useful for assessing the practice:
Goal: The software development process is performed as planned in
conformance with the plan, process description, standards, and procedures.
Question: Is the process performed in conformance with the process
description? To what extent is the process followed? Where are the
discrepancies?
Technique: The adherence of an executed process to the process model can be
analyzed and measured by using the conformance-checking technique.
Conformance checking extends control-flow analysis by revealing whether “it is
possible to replay a log in the process model” (Rozinat and van der Aalst
2008/3). During this analysis, the fitness measure is calculated. That means, it is
quantified to what extent the behavior captured in the log is conform to the
process model. Further, unexecuted (skipped) tasks are identified and similarly
executed task patterns not specified by the official model are identified as well.
5.5.2.3 GG 3 Institutionalize a Defined Process
GP 3.1 Establish a Defined Process
The purpose of this generic practice is to establish and maintain a description of
the process that is tailored from the organization’s set of standard processes to
address the needs of a specific instantiation. The practice is not routinely and
frequently repeated and therefore not considered to be suitable for process
mining.
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GP 3.2 Collect Process Related Experiences
The purpose of this generic practice is to collect process related experiences,
including information and artifacts derived from planning and performing the
process. Examples of process related experiences include work products,
measures, measurement results, lessons learned, and process improvement
suggestions. The practice is not adequately complex, therefore not considered to
be suitable for process mining.
5.5.3. Summary
In this section, we identified generic practices GP 1.1 Perform Specific
Practices and GP 2.9 Objectively Evaluate Adherence to be suitable for process
mining. We also identified process mining perspectives and their associated
techniques that can be used in order to reveal the application of generic
practices. The other generic practices were identified as not suitable for process
mining. The results are summarized in Table 11. The first column lists generic
goals; the second column lists associated generic practices. The reasons of
rejecting unsuitable generic practices are summarized in the third column of the
table. The fourth column lists the suitable process-mining perspectives and
associated process-mining techniques.

5.6. Practical application: Process Mining of the ChangeControl Board Process
In this section we present a practical application of our approach to retrieve
process data required for CMMI-based process assessment. We analyze the
CCB process of a large industrial organization in the Netherlands. We perform
Step 1 – initiation of the process mining project and Step 2 – identification of
process mining objectives of our step-wise approach described in Section 5.3. In
addition, we briefly describe steps 3 and 4. For more details about the CCB
process we refer to Chapter 3.
5.6.1. Process selection
As described in Section 5.3, processes to be analyzed by process-mining
techniques are selected during the initiation of the process mining project. We
selected the CCB process of a large industrial company in the Netherlands. The
CCB is an organizational unit that handles change requests that are identified
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during software development. The CCB tracks and records the status of each
change request from its entry until its exit from the CCB process.
In order to evaluate the feasibility of process mining of the CCB process, we
evaluate the process against the criteria defined in Section 5.4.1 – sufficient
complexity, routine repetition, human involvement (non-automation). We
evaluate the CBB process with respect to these criteria in more detail in the next
subsections.
5.6.1.1 Sufficient complexity
The control flow of the CCB process reflects the tasks and their dependency
relations, which are carried out by the CCB in order to track the status of the
change requests to software components. The different types of updates of the
software components, called releases and versions, make the software
development processes in the projects very complex. For instance, a previous
version of a device does not have to be necessary completed in order to start
already the development of a next version. In addition, the development
activities for the different releases and versions are often running in parallel.
SCM systems are used to keep track on all the software components and their
versions. The migration of a software component from a software version to the
next one in the software development process is based on change requests. The
CCB analyzes these change requests according to the formal CCB process. The
control flow of the CCB process is mostly sequential, tasks are not executed in
parallel (i.e. each task is completed before the next task starts) and rework is
possible in case that a task fails. The routing of changes requests is further
determined by the severity and complexity of a change requests, i.e. simple
and/or less severe change requests follow a different path than more complex
ones. Based on these characteristics, we consider the CCB process as
sufficiently complex for process mining analysis.
5.6.1.2 Routine repetition
The CCB process is triggered whenever a change request is detected and
submitted, i.e. when a change to requirements occurs, when a defect is detected,
etc. These changes may arise during the whole software development project.
As mentioned above, the development activities for the different releases and
versions are often running in parallel. As a result, change requests are detected
on a frequent basis and consequently the CCB process is routinely repeated.
5.6.1.3 Human involvement (non-automation)
The execution of the CCB process involves a group of people including
managers, testers, developers, and external stakeholders (such as customers) to
perform its activities. Although the CCB process is supported by a software
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configuration management software tool, the process itself is not automated and
requires human actors.
5.6.1.4 Summary
In the previous subsections, we concluded the CBB process is sufficiently
complex, routinely repeated and requires human involvement (i.e. nonautomated). Based on these characteristics, we conclude that process mining of
the CCB process is feasible.
5.6.2. Goal identification
During the identification of process mining objectives, important questions are
identified. In Section 5.5, we identified the two generic practices for which
process mining is possible, useful and appropriate process-mining techniques
can be found: GP 1.1 Perform specific practices, and GP 2.9 Objectively
evaluate adherence.
Consequently, the following process-mining techniques were identified as
possible and useful:
• Process discovery
• Conformance checking
In the context of CCB process, we identify the following questions to be asked
regarding the CMMI-based assessment of the CCB process:
• What does the CCB process look like, what activities were performed and
what are their dependencies? How many change requests were
processed? How many change requests follow the “simple change
requests” path and how many change requests follow the “complex
change requests” path?
• Is the executed CCB process performed in conformance with its
specification? To what extent is the process followed? Where are the
discrepancies?
In the next subsection we briefly describe data used for process mining and
process mining results.
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Table 11 - Generic practices determining process mining perspectives and
techniques
Generic goals

Generic practices

Reasons for exclusion

GG1
Achieve GP1.1
Perform
specific goals
specific practices

Process
mining
techniques
Control-flow
Perspective:
process
model
discovery

GG2
GP2.1 Establish an Not routinely repeated
Institutionalize a organizational policy
managed process
GP2.2
Plan
the Rather simple process,
process
not routinely repeated
GP2.3
resources

Provide Rather an activity, not
routinely repeated

GP2.4
Assign Rather an activity, not
responsibilities
routinely repeated
GP2.5 Train people

Rather activity, not a
complex process

GP2.6 Control work Automated process
products
GP2.7 Identify and Rather an activity, not
involve stakeholders
routinely repeated
GP2.8 Monitor and Rather simple and
control the process
automated process
GP2.9
Objectively
Evaluate Adherence

GG3
GP3.1 Establish a
Institutionalize a defined process
defined process
GP3.2
Collect
process
related
experiences
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5.6.3. Data extraction
The change requests are put under control using a change control system of a
software configuration management system. Such system maintains an updated
database of all change requests. Data recorded in such database can be used as
the input for the mining of the underlying ‘actual’ process that handles the
defects.
5.6.4. Application of process mining techniques
We used control-flow discovery and conformance checking process-mining
techniques to obtain the process model of the actual executed CCB process.
Here, we answer the questions posed in subsection 5.6.2:
• The CCB process consisted of the following activities: submission,
analysis, resolution, evaluation, conclusion, CCB evaluation. Considering
the example project, 6870 change requests were processed by the CCB
process. 38 change requests were processed as complex change requests.
• 70% of change requests were not processed according to the specified
CCB processes mostly due to the skipping of the analysis activity. The
main discrepancy was skipping the analysis.
This section has shown that detailed and accurate process information required
for software process assessment can be based on the results of process mining,
i.e. on constructing explicit process models. For more details about the case
study we refer to Chapter 3.

5.7. Validity and reliability
In order to address validity of our developed approach, we address the concepts
of construct validity, external validity and reliability as described in (Gibbert,
Ruigrok 2010) and (Shenton, 2004).
5.7.1. Construct validity
“Construct validity of a procedure refers to the extent to which a study
investigates what it claims to investigate, that is, the extent to which a procedure
leads to an accurate observation of reality” (Gibbert, Ruigrok 2010).
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In this chapter, we proposed an approach to identify areas of CMMI in which
process mining can be used as a means to collect objective evidence for the
SCAMPI software process assessment method. The SCAMPI method is used to
determine the extent to which the corresponding CMMI practices are present in
the software development processes of an organization. For that purpose,
process information must be collected and compared against the corresponding
practices in the appraisal reference. We argue that such process information can
be obtained by using process-mining techniques.
We recognize the application of process-mining techniques in CMMI as a
process-mining project. Therefore, we applied the steps of process-mining
project (van der Aalst et al, 2012) in the context of CMMI. In such a way we
identified the subject of process mining as well as useful process mining
perspectives and techniques in our context and we developed a set of criteria to
identify areas for which process mining is feasible and useful. Furthermore, we
provide a detailed description of the reasoning behind each criterion. The
reasoning is based on our previous research (amalíková et al, 2012) following
a well-recognized method (Davis, 1982). The identification of process-mining
techniques is based on another well-recognized method (Basili, 1992; van
Solingen, Berghout, 1999). We provide a detailed description of our step-wise
research approach in order to provide a clear chain of evidence. The logical
subsequence and clarity of argumentation leads to a plausible result – a
structured approach to identify part of the CMMI in which process mining can
be used to collect objective evidence for process assessment.
5.7.2. External validity
External validity “is concerned with the extent to which the findings of one
study can be applied to other situations” (Shenton, 2004). In this chapter,
external validity refers to whether the resulting approach is valid in other SPI
approaches, i.e. whether the criteria are generally applicable to other SPI
frameworks.
The basis for developing the criteria in this chapter is the notion of uncertainty.
The concept of uncertainty is applied to software development processes as well
as to the main aspects of the processes needed for continuous improvement of
the process. Even though there may be differences in the set of recommended
processes and their main aspects among SPI frameworks, the criteria are
generally applicable to other SPI frameworks.
Furthermore, we provide a detailed description of the context of study and indepth description of phenomenon in question to allow comparisons to be made.
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5.7.3. Reliability
Reliability refers to whether the results are consistent over time and can be
reproduced. We describe the main steps of applying process mining to the
CMMI framework. Even though the steps of the designed approach are fairly
generic, we point out that a certain degree of subjectivity is present in our
design. Namely, the criterion of sufficient complexity of either specific
practices or generic practices can be interpreted subjectively and therefore
results are not guaranteed to be identical. Due to the subjective interpretation of
the complexity concept, a different set of processes for which process mining is
useful (has an added value) can be derived. Correspondingly based on a
subjective interpretation of the complexity concept, a different set of processmining techniques can be identified.
We provide an in-depth description of the context of the research and we give a
detailed description of the reasoning about the resulting criteria in order to
allow for repeating the work and to determine the integrity of the research
results.

5.8. Conclusions
In this chapter, we proposed a structured approach to identify part of the CMMI
in which process mining can be used to collect objective evidence for process
assessment purposes. We recognized the application of process-mining
techniques in CMMI as a process-mining project. Therefore, we applied the
steps of process-mining process in the context of CMMI.
The first step is to identify processes to be analyzed by process mining
techniques. CMMI does not specify which processes should be performed by an
organization, however, the organization should map its software development
processes to process areas of CMMI. A process area is satisfied by applying
practices specific to the given process area. We identified specific practices,
which can characterize software development processes. Furthermore, we
proposed criteria to identify the practices for which process mining is feasible.
These criteria are based on the notion of uncertainty.
In the second step, we identified generic practices for which the application of
process mining is suitable and adds value. Moreover, we identified process
mining perspectives and their associated techniques that can be used in order to
reveal the application of generic practices.
The application of these steps results in an identification of CMMI parts in
which collecting an objective evidence for process assessment by means of
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asking and deriving should be replaced by an application of identified process
mining techniques.
Although we applied process mining in the context of CMMI, we argue that our
approach can also be applied to other SPI frameworks. In such a way, it is
possible to collect objective process information for the purpose of process
assessment and improvement.
In this chapter, we identified the main steps to identify areas of the CMMI in
which process mining is appropriate and can add value (the research question
RQ 3).
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Data from configuration

management tools as sources for software
process mining
In this chapter, we define the main structural steps to identify suitability of
software development support tools as data sources for process mining and we
evaluate the extent of this suitability (the research question RQ 4 - What are
criteria to evaluate suitability of software development support tools as data
sources for process mining, and how can they be applied?). First, we recognize
software configuration management tools as tools providing a certain level of
software development support, hence as potential process-mining data sources.
Then, we summarize process-mining data requirements creating a matrix of
event-log data requirements per process mining technique. Subsequently, we
use the matrix to evaluate a number of selected software configuration
management tools with respect to their suitability as data sources for process
mining.

6.1. Introduction
Software process improvement is a cyclic activity during which improvements
are planned, applied and their impact is analyzed. Before planning
improvements, the current state of the software process has to be assessed.
Nowadays, process assessment is based on process descriptions obtained from
quality manuals and process standards, as well as on information that is derived
from interviews and brainstorm sessions with representative software
developers (amalíková et al., 2011). A promising alternative way to obtain
close-to-the-reality process descriptions is process mining. Process mining has
proven to be a valuable approach that provides new and objective insights into
the way processes are actually carried out within organizations (Weijters et al.,
2006). Process mining has already been applied to various business processes
(van der Aalst et al., 2007; Rozinat et al., 2007; van Beest, Maruster, 2007). In a
number of case studies, event-logs were created from data that were
automatically recorded by process-enactment systems. Similarly as in the
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business process domain, process-centered engineering environments (PCSEE)
were proposed to support software development and its processes (Gruhn,
2002). Based on sets of well-prepared data, the underlying ‘actual’ processes
can be extracted and process models can be constructed automatically, i.e. the
process model can be ‘mined’.
Software development is an activity aimed at creating complex software
products - not just sets of “software programs”. In software development lots of
data have to be collected, stored and analyzed, in order to manage the
development process. E.g. a software product includes all the documentation
that is required to define, develop and maintain the software (Bersoff, 1984).
The development of such complex products is performed in several phases such
as requirements elicitation, design, implementation, and testing. During each of
these phases, joint effort of people from various backgrounds is required and
intermediate products are produced. Their objective is to assure that
development of such complex products is finished on time, within budget and
that a software product is of a required quality. For this, software developing
organizations use various types of software tools to support and manage their
software development processes, e.g. configuration management tools,
inspection tools and testing tools. In our research, we will focus on software
configuration management (SCM) and SCM tools as a ‘good’ example of
process support tools. "Software Configuration Management (SCM) tools are
‘the’ real process-centered tools due to their ability to model, support and enact
the processes by which all software developers are supposed to manipulate the
product” (Conradi et al., 1998). SCM is “the discipline of identifying the
configuration of a system at discrete points in time for the purpose of
systematically controlling changes to the configuration and maintaining the
integrity and traceability of the configuration throughout the system life cycle”
(Bersoff, 1984). SCM tools automate parts of critical software development
processes, and act as a support for the monitoring and the control of the
development processes. In SCM tools, several types of data about the
development processes are stored, such as data about the tasks or activities that
are carried out by the developers, and data about the creation of and the changes
on software components. Based on such support, we hypothesize that software
processes could be discovered by making use of collected data, i.e. could be
mined by making use of process mining techniques. Various SCM tools can
provide so-called 'audit trails' of the collected data. However, data logged
during software development are often not intended for process mining. In order
to facilitate process mining on the basis of these data, it is necessary to
investigate whether the data logged by SCM tools could in principle be used for
process mining. For example, regarding process mining, these data should have
a notion of a process (e.g. time-stamp data), but should also offer the possibility
to identify particular objects with particular attributes that are handled by a
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process. In process mining these objects are called ‘cases’. The aim of this
chapter is to identify requirements for SCM tools to support process mining and
to systematically evaluate selected SCM tools regarding their potential to
provide data for process mining.
The chapter is organized as follows. In section 6.2 we describe our research
approach. In section 6.3 a structured overview is derived from the data types
that are required for the application of process mining techniques. Section 6.4
identifies, from the viewpoint of process mining, the data that play a central role
in the software processes, which are supported by software configuration
management (SCM). In Section 6.5, we indentify software processes supported
by the SCM tools. Subsequently, Section 6.6 investigates the potential of
selected SCM tools to provide the required data for software process mining. In
Section 6.7 we provide validation of our research presented in this chapter.
Section 6.8 finalizes the chapter with conclusions and points to future work to
be done.

6.2. Research approach
As a first step in our research, we develop a structured overview of the data that
are required for process mining. Our overview is based on a distinction of
different process mining perspectives, and the different process-mining
techniques that can be applied from these perspectives.
In the second step of our research, we shift our focus to software development.
From the viewpoint of process mining, i.e. the structured overview of required
data from the previous step, we investigate the potential of software
configuration management (SCM) to provide data for software process mining.
The objective is to identify particular software processes that are supported by
SCM and that could be a candidate for process mining.
In the third step, we select SCM tools and we identify the software processes
that are supported by them. Subsequently, we analyze the potential of these
SCM tools as data sources for the mining of the identified software processes.
The objective is a structured overview of the interrelations between SCM tools
and process mining techniques, i.e. the data that can be provided by the SCM
tools and the data that are required by the process mining techniques.
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6.3. Process-mining techniques and the data that they
require
Process-mining techniques attempt to extract non-trivial and useful process
information from so-called audit trails. These audit trails consist of data that are
collected by particular tools during product development. In order to be useful
for process mining an audit-trail has to be transformed into an event-log.
However, an audit trail should meet particular process mining requirements,
which are respectively (van Dongen, van der Aalst, 2005):
1. Each audit trail entry should refer to an event that happened at a given
point in time. For example, starting to work on some work-item in a
workflow tool would be an event, as well as finishing the work-item.
2. Each audit trail entry should refer to one activity only, and activities
should be uniquely identifiable.
3. Each audit trail entry should contain a description of the event type. For
example, the activity was started or completed. This transactional
information allows us to refer to the different events related to a
particular activity.
4. Each audit trail entry should refer to a specific process instance (a socalled case).
5. Each process instance, i.e. a case, should belong to a specific process.
6. The events within each case are ordered, for example by timestamps.
Currently a variety of process-mining techniques is available and has been
applied in practice, see e.g. (van Dongen et al., 2005). Process mining can
applied from different perspectives, and within these perspectives different
techniques can be applied:
• The control-flow perspective
o Process model discovery techniques
o Conformance checking techniques
o Linear Temporal Logic checking techniques
• The performance perspective
o Throughput time calculation and bottleneck analysis techniques
o Performance sequence analysis techniques
• The organizational perspective
o Social analysis techniques,
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• The case perspective
o Decision analysis techniques
These mining perspectives and mining techniques are described in more detail
in the next subsections, together with their data requirements. We also give
some examples of questions, within each of the mining perspectives, which can
be answered by the application of the mining techniques.
6.3.1. The control-flow perspective and the data required
From the control-flow perspective process model discovery techniques are
applied to discover a process model that specifies the relations between the
activities in an event-log. The resulting mined process model is a ‘real’ model
that depicts the possible flows that were followed by particular cases in an
event-log (de Medeiros, 2006).
Subsequently, conformance checking can be carried out in order to compare the
‘official’ process model with the ‘real’ process model as it is stored in the
event-log. Conformance checking techniques extend control-flow mining by
revealing whether “it is possible to replay an event-log in the process model”
(Rozinat, van der Aalst, 2008). By applying this mining technique a fitness
measure is calculated, i.e. the extent to that the behavior captured in an eventlog is in conformance with an ‘official’ process model.
Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) checking techniques is a flexible technique
because it does not require a complete process model, but just a set of process
constraints, process properties and/or business rules (van der Aalst et al., 2005).
With the LTL checking technique properties of cases and events can be
addressed. As a result of LTL checking, the cases for which a checked property
holds are identified.
The data requirements for process model discovery and conformance checking
are: an event-log containing ordered sequences of events where each event
refers to a case and each event refers to an activity. Table 12 shows an example
of these data requirements. The data requirements for LTL checking are: an
event-log containing ordered sequences of events where each event refers to a
case and each event refers to an activity as shown in Table 12. If more
information is available (i.e. a set of properties of cases or events) in an eventlog, more properties can be checked by the LTL checking technique.
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Table 12 - Example of an event-log required for applying process model
discovery techniques
case id
case 1
case 2
case 3
case 3
case 1
case 1

activity
activity A
activity A
activity A
activity B
Activity A
activity C

event type
Start
Start
Start
Start
End
Start

Examples of questions that can be answered by process model discovery and
conformance checking are respectively: is the official process model really
followed in the organization? How much does the real process deviate from the
official process? Which defined activities were skipped during process
execution? Which cases follow the official process and which cases do not?
Examples of questions that can be answered by applying LTL checking
techniques are respectively: was activity A executed by person P at some point
in time? Were activities A, B and C executed by three different people? Was
activity B directly followed by activity C? Furthermore, LTL checking can also
be used for selecting cases with a given property (for instance all cases where
task A is performed by resource John). Afterwards, process model discovery
techniques can be used to build a process model for these selected cases.
6.3.2. The performance perspective and the data required
The performance perspective focuses on the performance of processes. Mining
from the performance perspective calculates the timeliness of cases, the
execution times of tasks, and reveals the bottlenecks in processes by calculating
waiting times (synchronization time) (van der Aalst, van Dongen, 2002). The
throughput time calculation technique can be applied if a timestamp of an end
event is recorded. This mining technique implements an event-log replay and
therefore a ‘real’ process model is required that captures the behavior in the
event-log.
Applying performance sequence analysis techniques reveals sequence patterns
that are present in an event-log. Based on this application, it is possible to
determine which sequence patterns are common and which patterns are less
frequent. For each sequence pattern, frequency and throughput time can be
calculated.
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The data requirements are respectively: an event-log containing ordered
sequences of events where each event refers to a case and each event refers to
an activity, timestamps of start and end event of activities, as shown in Table
13; and a process model describing the behavior in the event-log (i.e. the mined
process model).
Table 13 - Example of an event-log required for applying throughput time
calculation and bottleneck analysis techniques
case id activity
case 1
case 2
case 1
case 3
case 3
case 1
case 2

activity A
activity A
activity A
activity A
activity B
activity B
activity A

event
type
Start
Start
End
Start
Start
Start
End

time stamp
9-3-2004:15.01
9-3-2004:15.12
9-3-2004:15.13
9-3-2004:16.03
9-3-2004:16.07
9-3-2004:18.25
9-3-2004:18.30

Examples of questions that can be answered by performance analysis
techniques are: what is the throughput time of the real processes, and: where are
the bottlenecks in the processes? What are the most common process execution
patterns, which patterns are exceptional, and which patterns have the longest
throughput time?
6.3.3. The organizational perspective and the data required
The organizational perspective in process mining focuses on the analysis of the
interrelations among persons (or groups of individuals) who are performing the
activities in a process, i.e. their social network (van der Aalst et al., 2005).
Social network analysis techniques focus on the discovery and examination of
the social interrelations. Several types of social network mining are possible
with different types of results, such as a work transfer model, a subcontracting
model, a collaboration model, and a similar activity model.
Data requirements are respectively: an event-log containing ordered sequences
of activities, where each activity refers to a case and to originators (i.e. the
persons who are performing the activities), see Table 14.
Examples of questions that can be answered by social network analysis are
respectively which people are actually working together, which people are the
specialists in carrying out the processes?
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Table 14 - Example of an event-log required for applying social network
analysis techniques
case id activity
case 1
case 2
case 3
case 3
case 1
case 1
case 2
case 3

activity A
activity A
activity A
activity B
activity A
activity C
activity C
activity A

event
type
Start
Start
Start
Start
End
Start
Start
End

originator
John
John
Sue
Carol
John
John
Mike
Sue

6.3.4. The case perspective and the data required
A case is an ‘object’ that is being handled by a process. Case attributes
represent various case properties and together they specify a case. Two types of
case attributes exist: the stable attributes (e.g. a defect id. or a phase in which a
defect was detected) and the dynamic attributes, which become available during
a process (e.g. a defect priority). Both types of case attributes enable process
mining from the case perspective. The case perspective shows the process based
on the case types (i.e. a set of cases with the same or similar attributes),
discovering the data dependencies that affect the routing of a case. Within the
case perspective decision analysis techniques are being applied. These
techniques focus at the way case attributes influence the choices that are being
made in the process, based on past process executions. More precisely, it aims
at the detection of data dependencies that affect the routing of a case (Rozinat,
van der Aalst, 2006).
The data requirements of the decision analysis are respectively: an event-log
containing ordered sequences of events where each event refers to a case and
each event refers to an activity, and the case attributes that are modified during
the execution of activities, see Table 15.
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Table 15 - Example of an event-log required for the application of decision
analysis techniques
case id
case 1
case 2
case 3
case 3
case 1
case 1
case 2
case 3
case 2
case 2

activity
activity A
activity A
activity A
activity B
activity B
activity A
activity C
activity A
activity B
activity D

event type
Start
Start
Start
Start
Start
End
Start
End
Start
Start

originator
John
John
Sue
Carol
Mike
John
Mike
Sue
John
Pete

priority
medium
low
low
low
medium
medium
low
low
low
low

Examples of questions that this process-mining technique can help to answer
are respectively: how are case attributes influencing the choices that are made in
processes, what type of cases are following particular process paths?

6.4. Overview of data requirements for the application of
process mining techniques
In the foregoing we described various types of process mining techniques, their
data requirements and the questions that can be answered by the application of
the techniques. Based on sections 6.3.1 to 6.3.4, Table 16 summarizes the
event-log data requirements per process mining technique. Rows of the table
refer to process mining techniques; columns represent the required data for a
particular process mining technique.
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Table 16 - Event-log data requirements per process mining technique
Legend: x - required data
Required data

Additional attributes of cases

Originator

Timestamps of events

Event type

Activity

Case id

Process mining
techniques
Process model discovery
Conformance checking
LTL checking
Throughput
time
calculation, bottleneck
analysis
Performance sequence
analysis
Social network analysis
Decision analysis

Event-log data

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

Case id, activity and event type are the minimal event-log data required by all
process-mining techniques. If more information is available in an event-log,
more techniques can be applied. Techniques that analyze processes from the
performance perspective, i.e. throughput time calculation and bottleneck
analysis, and performance sequence techniques require event timestamps.
Social network analysis techniques, that analyze processes from an
organizational perspective, require originator information. Techniques that
analyze processes from the case perspective (i.e. decision analysis) require
additional case attributes.
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6.5 Software processes (and their cases) that are supported by software
configuration management
We will use the data requirements of the distinct process-mining techniques to
determine the potential of a particular class of software development support
tools, i.e. the software configuration management tools, as data sources for
software process mining.

6.5. Software processes (and their cases) that are
supported by software configuration management
A key aspect of SCM in software development is version management. A
software component put under version control is called a configuration item
(CI). Besides managing the versions of CIs in the software development
process, SCM supports the change control process, the problem management,
and the requirements management process. These four processes are wellstructured and formally described in software development. In the next
subsections, we describe these processes in more detail and we will investigate
whether the recorded data from these processes can be used for process mining.
Therefore we identify for each of these four processes their primary ‘cases’.
6.5.1. Software development process
The software development process contains the activities and tasks of
developers that are performed during the software lifecycle. The process
contains activities for requirements analysis, design, coding, integration, testing,
and installation of software products. During these activities, various software
components or CIs are produced. Components are put under version control and
are controlled by SCM. Therefore, we identify a software component as the
case that is handled by the software development process.
6.5.2. Change control process
The change control process manages the change requests to a software product.
Configuration management is in general under control of a change control board
(CCB) (amalíková et al., 2011). A CCB coordinates changes made to CIs. The
CCB tracks and records the status of each change request, e.g. labeled as
defects, from its entry until its exit from the CCB process. The CCB distributes
tasks related to the required changes of CIs and evaluates the outcomes of the
executed tasks with respect to the requests. A so-called audit trail is available,
where each modification, the reason for the modification, and the authorization
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of the modification can be traced. Based on the foregoing we identify a change
request as the case that is handled by the change control process.
6.5.3. Problem resolution process
The problem resolution process is established for handling problems detected in
software products and activities. The process ensures that all detected problems
are promptly reported and entered into the problem resolution process. A unique
identification of a problem is assigned during this activity. A problem report is
to be used as part of a close loop process, from detection of a problem through
investigation, analysis, and resolution, and later for trend detection across
problems. Status is tracked and reported, and records of problem reports are
maintained. A problem report can be considered as the case that is handled by
the problem resolution process.
6.5.4. Requirements management process
Requirements management is the process of eliciting, documenting, analyzing,
tracing, prioritizing and agreeing on requirements with the relevant
stakeholders. Requirements management includes the ensuring that
requirements are well defined, agreed to by relevant parties and modified in
accordance with defined procedures. The modification procedures must ensure
that later changes are incorporated properly and that project plans are updated
accordingly. In SCM, requirement specifications are considered as common CIs
(Crnkovic et al., 1999). Therefore we consider a requirement specification as a
case that is handled by the requirements management process.
In Table 17, we summarize the software development processes that are
supported by SCM together with the cases that are being handled by these
processes.
Table 17 - Case identification
Processes supported by SCM
Software development process
Change control process
Problem resolution process
Requirements management process

Cases handled by the processes
Component
Change request
Problem report
Requirement specification

In this section we have discussed four different software development processes
that are supported by SCM. Data elements of the identified cases of these
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processes can serve as an input for process mining. In the next section, we will
investigate the potential of four selected SCM tools with respect to the data that
they can provide to software process mining.

6.6. SCM tools as data sources for process mining
Nowadays, a variety of SCM tools exist. We can distinguish SCM tools that
offer particular basic functionalities, such as version management, but also
‘more rich’ SCM tools that are called ‘SCM suites’. The latter support a range
of additional functionalities such as change control, issue management, baseline
management, build and release management, requirements management, project
and task management, and even workflow management. SCM tools assist
developers in their collaborative work, support the maintenance of software
products, storing their history, providing a stable development environment and
coordinating simultaneous product changes (Estublier, 2000). Data recording in
SCM tools is reflected by so-called audit trails. We will investigate the content
and the data structure of these audit trails, and to what extent these data can be
used as event-log data for software process mining. We will analyze selected
SCM tools with respect to their ability to provide data for process mining
techniques.
6.6.1. SCM tool selection and analysis
Based on a survey (Hammond et al., 2008), see Figure 9, we selected the two
most commonly used SCM tools in order to analyze their audit trails with
respect to process mining. These tools, respectively Subversion and Microsoft
Visual SourceSafe, are examples of basic version management tools.
Additionally, we selected CM Synergy & Change Synergy and HP Quality
Center tools as examples of the more ‘richer’ tools, the so-called ‘SCM suites’.
These tools provide also support for change request control, problem resolution
control and requirements management. Regarding the first mentioned SCM
suite we identified the part that is called Rational Synergy as a basic version
management tool. Consequently we had three basis version management
systems for our analysis.
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Figure 9 - The percentage of surveyed companies using the indicated
SCM/SCCM tool based on (Hammond et al., 2008)
In our analysis we will focus on the one hand on the software processes that are
supported by these tools, respectively: the software development process, the
change control process, the problem resolution process and the requirements
management process (see Section 6.5, Table 17). On the other hand we will
focus on particular data that are recorded by the selected SCM tools,
respectively: case id., task, event type, time stamp, task originator, additional
attributes of cases (as identified in Section 6.3, Table 16).
6.6.2. Basic version management tools
Basic version management tools offer basic functions of version management
such as managing the evolution of configuration items, file sharing, controlling
concurrent work, history tracking and security and access control. We analyzed
three basic version management tools more in depth, respectively Subversion,
Microsoft Visual SourceSafe, and Rational Synergy (the basic version
management part of the ‘SCM suite’ CM Synergy and Change Synergy).
Because of similarities in the results we will describe only the analysis results of
Subversion.
Basic information
Subversion is a basic open-source file-based version management tool, which
tracks the changes to files and directories under version control. After a
revision (i.e. a change) of a file is made, the file is committed to a repository of
files, and a log-entry is created in the tool log (the so-called ‘change log’). The
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structure of the change log is depicted in Figure 10.
Supported processes
Subversion supports the software development process. The software
development process is reflected by sequences of document changes, with
respect to particular components, in a change log.
Data logged by the tool
Figure 10 shows a log-entry taken from the Subversion change log. The first
line of each log-entry gives the revision number, the user having committed this
revision (committer), and the exact date and time of the commit of the revision.
This is followed by a list of artifacts modified by this commit revision. A line
starting with “M” indicates that the artifact has been modified, while lines
starting with “A” indicate artifacts, which have been added to the repository
with this commit.
r95 | christian | 2006-03-06 20:14:37 +0100 (Mon, 06 Mar 2006) | 3 lines
Changed paths:
M /PromImport/.classpath
M /PromImport/build.xml
A /PromImport/src/org/processmining/importfilter/filters/TestDriver.java
M /PromImport/src/org/processmining/importfilter/gui/ImportFilterFrame.java
A /PromImport/src/org/processmining/importfilter/gui/MemoryGauge.java
M /PromImport/src/org/processmining/importfilter/sorting/ATESortingProxy.java
M /PromImport/src/org/processmining/importfilter/sorting/SortedATEDiskBuffer.java
M /PromImport/src/org/processmining/importfilter/sorting/SortedEventLogs.java
A /PromImport/src/org/processmining/importfilter/util/LogWriterDevNull.java
Fully integrated the sorting infrastructure into the framework.
Added dummy filter for generating audit trail entries and dummy sink (logwriter)
for discarding output of the pipeline.
Interface is enhanced with memory gauge below the filter list.

Figure 10 - Excerpt of a Subversion change log file
This list of artifacts is followed by a piece of unstructured text, i.e. a user
comment for this commit. The user comment can of course not be used for
process mining (unstructured text!).
Identification of event-log elements
For each revision, one event can be identified and created for each software
component affected (Gunther, van der Aalst, 2006). E.g. revision 95 would lead
to nine events in the resulting event-log. Each event is related to an activity. In
each activity a specific type of document is created for a particular component
(e.g. ‘gui’s’, ‘filters’ or ‘sorting’ documents, see Figure 10). The technique of
getting the document types from audit trails was described in (Rubin et al.,
2007). Check-in events are logged after activities have been executed (event
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type is ‘end’). As shown in Table 18, the event-log elements are identified as
follows:
• case id corresponds to a component,
• activity corresponds to a document type.
• event-type: ‘end’.
• timestamp corresponds to a commit date and time.
• originator corresponds to a user performing the check-in.
• additional attributes - not recorded
Table 18 - Event-log elements identified in the Subversion log
Data Supported
process

Case id

Activity

Compo
nent

Docu
ment
type

Event
type

Time
stamp

Originator

End

Time
stamp of
check-in

User
checkingin

SCM-tool

Subversion

Software
develop
ment
Process

Additio
nal
attribu
tes of
cases

In the following subsection we will analyze two ‘SCM suites’, respectively
Rational Synergy Suite (i.e. the ‘SCM suite’ part of CM Synergy & Change
Synergy) and HP Quality Center.
6.6.3. Integrated SCM tools
The so-called ‘SCM suites’ are in fact integrated SCM tools that incorporate
various functions of version management in combination with enhanced
functionalities such as change control, build management, problem issue
management, process and workflow management, baseline management and
requirements management.
6.6.3.1 CM Rational Synergy and Rational Change
This is a SCM tool that provides integration and synergy between the different
SCM functions. It is an integrated tool that supports distributed development on
a unified change, configuration and release management platform. The ‘suite’
consists of a Rational Synergy part and a Rational Change part. The latter part is
described in more details in the following subsections (as said before: the
analysis results of Rational Synergy are similar to the results of the basic
version management tool analysis as presented in Table 18).
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6.6.3.2 Rational Change
Basic information
Rational Change is a web-based, integrated, change management tool for
tracking and reporting changes of cases. It supports integration with product
change management providing full integration and traceability between cases
and development activities and artifacts.
Supported processes
Rational Change supports in particular three processes, respectively the change
control process, the problem resolution process and the requirements
management process. The cases handled by these processes are respectively
change requests, problem reports and requirements specification requests. All
the three types of cases are handled in an identical way.
Data logged by the tool
In the Rational Change tool, the following data are recorded for each commit: id
and the type of the cases, user responsible for resolving a change request,
history date and timestamp of the start and end events of the activities submit,
analysis, resolution, evaluation, and conclusion, and additional attributes of
cases such as the type, the priority, the severity, etc.
Event-log elements identification
As shown in Table 19, the event-log elements are identified as follows:
• case id corresponds to a case (of change request, problem report,
requirements specification request)
• activity corresponds to a status adjustment; the status of a case is adjusted
as a result of executing an activity
• event-type: the event-types (of the recorded activities) ‘start’ and ‘end’.
• timestamp corresponds to a commit date and time.
• originator: although the tool stores information on person/department
responsible for resolving a change, the actual originator of an activity is
not provided.
• additional attributes: the tool stores additional attributes of the cases
such as the types of cases such as priority, severity, etc.
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Table 19 – Event-log elements identified in the Rational Change log
Data

Case
id

Activi
ty

Event
type

Timestamp

Origin Additional
ator
attributes
of cases

SCMtool
Software
developme
nt
Change
control
Rational
change

Problem
resolution
Requireme
nts
manageme
nt

Not supported
Chang
e
request
,
proble
m
report, Status
require
ments
specifi
cation
request
id

Start,
End

History date
Timestamp of
the Start and
End event of
the activities
submit,
analysis,
resolution,
evaluation,
conclusion

Type
of
change
request:,
priority,
severity,
phase
detected,
phase
caused,
team,
component

6.6.3.3 HP Quality Center
Basic information
HP Quality Center provides several integrated modules, such as Requirements
Management, Release and Cycle Management, Test Plan, Test Lab, Defects
Management and Dashboard reporting. The tool stores information about
application requirements, tests and defects in a central repository.
Supported processes
HP Quality Center supports the following processes:
• The change control process,
• The problem resolution process,
• The requirements management process.
Data logged by the tool
The recorded events of each of the mentioned processes are captured in an audit
trail with a table structure as depicted in Figure 11.
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AU_DESCRIPTION

AU_ENTITY_ID

AU_ENTITY_TYPE

AU_ACTION

AU_TIME

AU_SESSION_ID

AU_USER

AU_ACTION_ID
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Figure 11 - Structure of the HP Quality Center audit (AU) trail table
AU_ACTION_ID - The record ID
AU_USER - The user name of the user who performed the action.
AU_SESSION_ID - The Quality Center session ID of the session in which the
action was
performed.
AU_TIME - The timestamp of the record.
AU_ACTION - The type of event (for example: insert, update, delete).
AU_ENTITY_TYPE - The name of the table in which the change occurred.
AU_ENTITY_ID - The ID of the changed record.
AU_DESCRIPTION - The record description.
The details of the events recorded in the audit trail and the related changes are
stored in an audit properties table. This table provides the relation between
processes and changes.
Event-log elements identification
As shown in Table 20, the event-log elements are identified as follows:
• case - for each of the cases an identification number is stored,
respectively a change id, a defect id, a requirement id;
• activity corresponds to the status adjustment of these cases; the status of a
change request is adjusted as a result of executing an activity;
• event-type - the tool stores information on the event-type;
• timestamp - the tool stores timestamps of events;
• originator - the tool stores information on person/department executing
the task;
• additional attributes - the tool stores additional attributes of the cases as
listed in Table 20.
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Table 20 – Event-log elements identified in the HP Quality Center log
Data Supported
process

Case id

Acti
vity

Event type

Timestam
p

Originato Additional
r
attributes
of cases

SCMtool
Software
developmen
t
Change
control

Not supported
Change
id

Statu Start (only
s
for Approve
activity),
End

Problem
id

Statu End
s

Requiremen Require
ment id
ts
management

Statu End
s

HP
Qualit Problem
y
resolution
Center

History
date,
timestam
p of the
end event
of
a
related
activity

User
who
performe
d
the
action

Change
category,
root
cause,
priority,
phase
detected,
estimated
cost,
responsibl
e
team,
affected
componen
t
History
User
Issue
date,
who
category,
timestam performe issue
p of the d
the criticality,
end event action
phase
of
a
detected,
related
componen
activity
t,
responsibl
e team
History
User
Priority,
date,
who
type,
timestam performe linked
p of the d
the test,
end event action
responsibl
of
a
e
team,
related
related
activity
componen
t

As shown in Table 20, HP Quality Center offers support for the change control,
the problem resolution and the requirements management process. For each
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supported process, a rich variety of additional case attributes are recorded.
These attributes describe the cases in more detail than the previous Rational
Change tool and as a consequence allow for more detailed analysis. In addition
to Table 20: regarding the change control process, the following activities are
recorded: create, draft, raised, assigned, completed, approval, approved, closed,
cancelled, rejected. Regarding problem resolution the following activities are
recorded: create, draft, raised, assigned, completed, closed, cancelled. And
regarding the requirements management process, the following activities are
recorded: start, design, preparation, execution, failed, passed.
6.6.4. SCM tools and the process-mining techniques that can be

supported by them
We identified that the process data needed for process mining are (partially)
available in the audit trails of the selected and analyzed SCM tools. These
process data can be used as a basis for the construction of the event-logs needed
for process mining. We discovered that all the selected SCM tools provide the
minimal data requirements for process mining, i.e. the identification of a case,
an activity, and the type of an event. Furthermore, both the basic version
management tools and the ‘SCM suite’ HP Quality Center provide originator
information. Furthermore, the ‘SCM suites’ also provide various additional case
attributes, such as priority, severity, etc.
Based on our findings in the foregoing sections, we summarize our SCM tool
analysis results in Table 21, i.e. the interrelations between the SCM tools (and
the supported processes) and the process mining techniques.
Table 21 shows that the mining techniques process model discovery,
conformance checking and LTL checking can be supported by each of the
selected SCM tools. The process-mining technique decision analysis is only
possible with the SCM tools that provide additional case attributes, i.e. Rational
Change and HP Quality Center. Rational Change is the only SCM tool that
records both Start and Complete events of tasks, thereby enabling the processmining techniques Performance Sequence Analysis, Throughput Time
Calculation and Bottleneck Analysis. The process-mining technique social
network analysis is possible with each of the SCM tools that record task
originator (i.e. Subversion, VSS, Rational Synergy, and HP Quality Center).
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analysis

LTL checking


Throughput time
calculation, bottleneck
analysis

Conformance checking


Decision analysis

Process model
discovery


Process mining technique

SCM tool (and process supported)
Subversion Software development
process
VSS
Software development
process
Rational
Software development
Synergy
process
Rational
Change control, problem
Change
resolution, requirements
management process
HP
Change control process,
Quality
Problem resolution process,
Center
Requirements management
process

Social network analysis

Table 21 - Interrelations between process-mining techniques and SCM
tools




Summarizing we can state that the selected SCM tools meet important event-log
requirements for process mining. The basic version management tools, such as
Subversion, provide software development process data. However, the
integrated ‘SCM suites’, such as Rational Synergy, support particular software
processes as well, respectively the change control process, the problem
resolution and the requirements management process.

6.7. Validation
In order to validate our approach, we used the data collected during ten
middleware embedded-software projects of a large industrial company in the
Netherlands; see Chapter 3 for the details of the elaborated case studies. The
company develops software components for consumer electronic devices.
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6.7.1. CCB process
The process under study is the Change Control Board (CCB) process. The CCB
is an organizational unit that handles problem reports, change and
implementation requests identified during software development. These are
further referred to as defects.
The structure of the CCB process is sequential with possible rework in case of
failing a task. The tasks are not executed in parallel, and each task is completed
before the next task starts. The control-flow of tasks of the CCB process is as
follows (see also Figure 5, p. 59):
The CI’s defect is detected and submitted. The developer assigns attributes to
the defect (e.g., priority, severity). After that, the defect is either processed by
the main sequence of tasks Analysis -> Resolution -> Evaluation -> Conclusion
or it is evaluated by the CCB. If the CCB evaluates the defect, the CCB sends
the defect to the required task depending on the need (Analysis, Resolution,
Evaluation or Concluded task), with the following possibilities: the defect is
redirected to the Concluded task in case the defect is found duplicated, expected
to be repaired in a next release, or out of the scope of the functionality required;
the defect is redirected to tasks Analysis, Resolution or Evaluation depending
on the need. When the task Analysis, Resolution or Evaluation is completed,
one of the four possibilities is chosen: if the task’s execution is successful, then
an important defect is directed to the CCB and it waits to be redirected again to
the next task; if the task’s execution is successful, then a less important defect
continues with the next task of the main sequence of tasks; if the task was not
successfully executed, then an important defect is returned to the CCB for a reevaluation; if the task was not successfully executed, then a less important
defect is processed again by the same task. Once all the tasks of the CCB
process have been successfully carried out, the defect is closed.
6.7.2. Data logged by the SCM tool
Rational Change SCM tool is used to manage changes to software components
and to keep track of these components and their versions. Furthermore, the
software development team collects defect data and these are stored in the status
database recorded by the SCM tool in order to be able to control the
development process and to predict its outcomes.
The status database included the following information: identification of the
defect, identification of the affected subsystem, priority and severity of the
defect, type of the defect (problem report, change request, implementation
request), the actual status of the defect, identification of a team responsible for
resolving the defect, timestamps of the start event of the tasks of the main
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sequence, timestamps of the end event of the tasks of the main sequence and a
timestamp of the date of an update of the status database. We study whether it is
possible to use such data to discover and construct underlying process models.
In the next paragraph, we identify event-log elements and based on these we
identify which process-mining techniques are possible.
6.7.3. Identification of event-log elements
• case id - here, a defect is identified as a case; case id is retrieved from
Problem_nr data field that uniquely identified the defect.
• activities are executed when they handle a case during a process. As a
result of executing an activity, the status of the defect changes, therefore
activities have been derived from the status field.
• event-type: in the snapshots, only the event types start and complete are
used. Possible other event types such as suspend or resume are not used
in the snapshots.
• timestamp have been extracted from the fields in the snapshots that store
time information.
• originator is not available due to the fact that the snapshots only provide
the information about the team responsible for resolving the defect,
however, not the information about actual originator of the tasks of the
CCB process.
• additional attributes are derived from the priority, severity, request type,
life-cycle phase during which the defect was discovered, etc.
6.7.4. Process-mining techniques possible
Based on the identified event-log elements, we identified process-mining
techniques that are possible to be applied to the data: process model discovery,
conformance checking, LTL checking, decision analysis, throughput time
calculation, bottleneck analysis, and performance sequence analysis. Social
network analysis is not possible due to the unavailable originator information.
6.7.5. Process-mining techniques applied and the results
We applied control-flow discovery, conformance checking, throughput time
calculation, bottleneck analysis, and performance sequence analysis. We also
applied these techniques to the event-log filtered on additional case attributes,
namely priority, severity, request type, and life-cycle phase.
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The control-flow discovery revealed that the official CCB process as described
above was not followed. Furthermore, conformance checking of the CCB
process revealed that in most of the cases (70%) Analysis task is skipped and
the cases are being directly resolved. Moreover, we compared the duration of
tasks and the total throughput time during different lifecycle phases. The results
showed that the duration of the validation tasks involving external stakeholders
are longer than the verification tasks performed without the external
involvement.
Application of process-mining techniques revealed that although people tend to
believe that specified and well-documented processes are followed, the real
practice is different.
In this section, we showed that it is possible to use the data collected during the
software development process by a SCM tool and that process-mining
techniques can provide a useful insight into the software development process.

6.8. Conclusions
In this chapter, we defined the main steps to identify and evaluate the suitability
of (software configuration management) tools as data sources for process
mining (the research question RQ 4). In order to apply process mining
successfully, particular process data have to be available. We showed that a
structured overview of the data required for process mining can be derived by
making use of four mining perspectives and accompanying process-mining
techniques. Our structured overview shows that different process-mining
techniques require different data. This overview can be used as part of the
requirements for a new functionality - namely process mining support - to
develop a future generation of SCM tools.
Subsequently, we focus on the availability of particular data in the software
process domain that could be suitable for software process mining. Software
configuration management is selected as a software support area with a high
potential for providing data for process mining. Based on an investigation of the
software processes that are supported by configuration management and the socalled cases handled by these processes this chapter analyzes selected SCM
tools with respect to their capabilities to act as data sources for software process
mining. The results of the analysis make clear that different SCM tools can
provide (different) data for the application of process mining techniques. The
validation showed that data collected by a SCM tool can be used by processmining techniques to get in-depth insights into a particular software
development process.
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PART 1C

Chapter 7

Conclusions

In this thesis, we stated that the research goal of this thesis is to identify options
and limitations of the applicability and suitability of using process mining as a
means to obtain accurate process information necessary for software process
assessment. In this section, we discuss whether this research goal has been
achieved.
First, we describe the contributions. Subsequently, we focus on limitations of
this thesis and we discuss how these limitations can be addressed in future
work. Finally, we describe possibilities of future research directions for which
this thesis can be a starting point.

7.1. Contributions
In Chapter 1, we raised a number of research questions. In this subsection, we
present answers to these questions by summarizing the main findings.
RQ 1: What are theoretical and practical arguments motivating the usage of
process mining for software process assessment as opposed to the current
strategies and techniques of information gathering?
In Chapter 2, we studied three currently used SPI methodologies – CMMI,
SPICE and BOOTSTRAP. We concluded that these methodologies use ‘asking’
and ‘deriving’ as information-gathering strategies and techniques such as
interviews, questionnaires, document reviews to obtain software process
descriptions for software process assessment. Subsequently, we investigated the
experiences with these strategies and techniques and we concluded that several
difficulties and drawbacks of the currently used approaches are reported. We
investigated the uncertainty of a software development system in order to
determine a suitable information gathering strategy and associated techniques.
We showed that currently used information-gathering strategies and techniques
are not appropriate, due to the fact that software processes are characterized by
a high level of uncertainty. We identified process-mining techniques as
appropriate techniques to gather process information for software process
assessment.
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Chapter 7. Conclusions
RQ 2: Is software process mining appropriate to support software process
assessment in practice?
In Chapter 3, we presented the usability and added value of process-mining
techniques for gathering software process information on a set of real-life data.
The series of case studies on the practical application of software process
mining used data collected during several software development projects in an
industrial company. We showed that process-mining techniques – such as
process model discovery, conformance checking, performance analysis, etc. can be used to retrieve relevant process information. Furthermore, the
confrontation of the involved software developers with process-mining results
resulted in a deeper understanding of our process-mining results and revealed
that the perception of the executed process differed from its realization. We
showed that process mining of software development processes is possible in
principle and that the results offer relevant and non-trivial process information.
RQ 3: What are criteria to identify process areas suitable for process mining in
support of software process assessment, and how can they be applied?
In Chapter 5, we explored the application of process-mining techniques in
software process assessment. We proposed an approach to apply process mining
in CMMI-based software process assessment. We considered the feasibility of
the application of process mining, which resulted in a set of criteria. First, we
identified process aspects for which process mining is possible and has an
added value. Subsequently, we identified suitable process-mining technique for
particular process aspects. As a result, we identified the parts of CMMI for
which process mining is possible and feasible as well as we identified processmining techniques that can provide data required for CMMI-based software
process assessment.
RQ 4: What are criteria to evaluate suitability of software development support
tools as data sources for process mining, and how can they be applied?
In Chapter 6, we explored data required by process mining. We designed an
approach to evaluate the suitability of software development support tools as
data sources for process mining. First, we presented an overview of the required
data per process-mining technique. On that basis, a relation matrix – criteria to
evaluate various tools supporting software development process - was
constructed. Then, we determined to what extent these types of data are present
in repositories (in terms of logs). In order to test this approach, we applied these
created criteria to four selected software configuration management tools to
provide a proof of concept. Consequently, available process-mining techniques
were identified using the criteria (relation matrix).
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7.2. Limitations, assumptions and future research
In this subsection, we describe limitations of our research, which could be
addressed in future research. Furthermore, we present some of the possible
research directions that can use this thesis as a starting point.
In order to validate our research, we performed a series of case studies using the
data of the CCB process of a large industrial organization in the Netherlands.
To validate our findings, more case studies could be executed using data
reflecting various degrees of process complexity, which were collected from
different software development systems from a number of organizations.
In Chapter 5, we proposed an approach to identify the parts of CMMI for which
process mining is useful and feasible. However, the approach was not tested
during a CMMI-based software process assessment. In order to validate our
approach, it could be applied in real-life settings during a CMMI-based process
assessment.
In Chapter 5, we presented a set of criteria to identify areas of CMMI in which
process mining can be used as a means to collect objective evidence for the
SCAMPI software process assessment method. Even though the steps of the
designed approach are fairly generic, the criterion of sufficient complexity of
either specific practices or generic practices can be interpreted subjectively.
Further study could be dedicated to this aspect of subjectivity.
In our research, we assumed that the data required for process mining are
available. Moreover, we did not consider the quality of the process data
collected in an organization. The quality of data is essential for the reliable
results of process mining. Therefore, our approach presented in Chapter 5 could
be extended with a formal procedure for collecting process data required for
process mining. Furthermore, an approach to evaluate the data quality for
process mining could be designed in the future work. Considering the
importance of the availability and high-quality of data for process mining,
automated software support for process data collection could be considered and
designed based on the findings presented in this thesis.
In this thesis, we focused on the application of process mining for software
process assessment on the basis of CMMI. Such an assessment is typically
performed in case that an organization aims to achieve a certain maturity or
capability level. Such an assessment usually occurs bi-annually. However, an
application of a short feedback loop using process-mining based software
process assessment (and e.g. process discovery), on a regular and frequent basis,
to support learning based improvement warrants further investigation.
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Appendix A. Constructing the ‘actual’ CCB process model
considering CIs priority.

Figure 12 – The ‘actual’ CCB process model discovered with the ProM heuristic mining
algorithm considering CIs with high priority
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Appendix B. Constructing the ‘actual’ CCB process model
considering CIs severity.

Figure 13 - The ‘actual’ CCB process model discovered with the ProM heuristic mining
algorithm considering CIs with low priority
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Figure 14 - The ‘actual’ CCB process model discovered with the ProM heuristic mining
algorithm considering CIs with “A” severity
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Appendix C. Constructing the ‘actual’ CCB process model
considering CIs type.

Figure 15 - The ‘actual’ CCB process model discovered with the ProM heuristic mining
algorithm considering only “Problem reports”
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Figure 16 - The ‘actual’ CCB process model discovered with the ProM heuristic mining
algorithm considering only “Change requests”
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Figure 17 - The ‘actual’ CCB process model discovered with the ProM heuristic mining
algorithm considering only “Implementation requests”
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Process Mining Application in Software Process Assessment

Nowadays, our daily life heavily depends on software. Software is everywhere,
from appliances in our homes, to safety-critical systems such as medical
equipment. The failure of these software-intensive systems results in high
financial losses, environmental or property damages, or even loss of life.
Therefore the quality of software is recognized as a critical factor in software
development. In order to achieve high quality of software products, reduce the
costs of their development and deliver the product within specified time,
activities for creating these products must be specified and executed. This set of
activities is called the software development process. The software development
process aims at creating complex and quality software products. Based on the
premise that good quality software development process leads to good quality
software products, the need for continuous software process improvement is
recognized.
Software process improvement is a cyclic activity involving assessing the
current software development process in an organization, setting improvement
goals, planning and executing improvements, analyzing and evaluating
improvement results. A starting point for the software process improvement is
software process assessment, which creates a baseline for improvement. The
information gathered during the software process assessment must be objective
and provide a realistic picture of the software development process.
Currently, such process assessment is based on the information that is gathered
based on interviews, brainstorm sessions, presentations, questionnaires and
document reviews. These information-gathering techniques are suitable in a
stable environment with a limited problem space. However, software processes
are complex entities, involving heterogeneous resources. Furthermore, software
processes are often not explicitly modeled, and manuals to support the
development work contain abstract guidelines and procedures. The differences
between the actual executed (i.e. real) process and the documented process were
already recognized by the research community. Therefore, another approach to
gather process information for software process assessment is needed.
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In this thesis, we present a structural approach for choosing a more suitable
information gathering strategy based on taking the characteristics of software
processes into account. We performed a structured literature review in order to
identify characteristics of software processes. Based on these characteristics, we
identified the strategies 1) synthesis from characteristics of software processes
and 2) experimentation with a discovered software process as more appropriate.
Furthermore, we identified process mining as a set of techniques associated
with these strategies and therefore suitable for software process assessment.
In order to investigate the feasibility of process mining and its added value for
software process assessment, we performed series of case studies on the
practical application of software process mining on data from an industrial
company. The case studies showed that process mining can provide useful and
non-trivial process insights.
Based on an in-depth study of a widely used software process improvement
framework, namely the Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI), and its
assessment method, a structured approach to use process mining for software
process assessment was designed. First, we identified processes to be analyzed
by process mining techniques. CMMI describes process areas to which an
organization should map its software development. These process areas are
satisfied by applying practices specific to a given process area. We identified
specific practices, which can characterize software development processes and
we proposed criteria to identify the practices for which process mining is
feasible. These criteria are based on the notion of uncertainty.
Next, we identified process aspects (such as compliance to the specified process
model or timeliness of a software development process) essential for software
process improvement as defined by CMMI. These process aspects determine
which process information must be collected for the software process
assessment and subsequent improvement. After that, we identified processmining techniques that can provide this process information.
As a result, we identified the parts of CMMI where collecting an objective
evidence for process assessment by means of asking and deriving can be
replaced by an application of identified process mining techniques. Although
we applied process mining in the context of CMMI, our approach can also be
applied to other software process improvement frameworks.
Subsequently, the availability of the data required for process mining was
studied. First, we identified data requirements for process mining techniques.
Based on this, an approach to evaluate the suitability of software development
support tools as data sources for process mining was developed. To test this
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approach, we considered software configuration management tools as possible
data sources for process mining and selected the data logs of four commonly
used software configuration tools for further study. We compared these data
logs to the process mining data requirements and evaluated the suitability of a
given tool as a data source for process mining.
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